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The first year's data from the Nimbus-4 Backscatter Ultraviolet (BUV) experi-
ment have been archived in the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).
Backscattered radiances in the ultraviolet measured by the satellite were used
to compute the global total ozone for the period April 1970 - April 1971. The
data sets now in the NSSDC are the results obtained by the Ozone Processing
Team, which has processed the data with the purpose of determining the best
quality of the data.. There are 4 basic sets of data available in the NSSDC
representing various stages in processing. The Primary Data Base con-
tains organized and cleaned data in telemetry units. The Radiance Da:,a, has
had most of the engineering calibrations performed. The Detailed Total Ozone
data is the result of computations to obtain the total ozone; the Compressed
Total Ozone data is a convenient condensation of the Detailed Total Ozone.
Product data sets are also included. The purpose of this document is to ex-
plain the meaning and formats of the data sets sufficiently so that a user may
access them from the NSSDC.
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1USER'S GUIDE TO THE NIMBUS--4 BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET
EXPERIMENT DATA SETS
1. INTRODUCTION
Nimbus-4 was launched on April 8, 1970 carrying an experiment measuring the
ultraviolet spectrum backscattered from the earth. The first year's data has
been processed by the Ozone Processing Team to yield the total amount of ozone
in a vertical column directly under the spacecraft. This document describes the
data sets and products from the processing of the first year's data that are avail-
able from the National Space Sciences Data Center (NSSDC).
The Nimbus-4 spacecraft was developed to provide the opportunity to make daily
atmospheric measurements on a global scale. It was launched into an orbit at
1100 km with an 81° retrograde inclination. The period of the orbit is 107 min-
utes and successive crossings of the equator are 27 1 apart in longitude. The
orbit is sun-synchronized so that the northward equator crossing always occurs
at local noon. Thus measurements at a given latitude are independent of diurnal
effects. The Backscatter UltraViolet (BUV) experiment is designed to measure
the solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere and the atmospheric radiance
.i	 in the satellite nadir direction, thus providing data for determination of high-
level ozone profiles and the total ozone profiles on a global basis. A detailed
description of the experiment is available in the Nimbus IV User's Guide, GSFC,
March 1970. Copies of this document are available from the NSSDC.
The Backscatter UltraViolet (BUV) experiment contains a double monochromator
which sequentially measures 12 narrow wavelength bands in the region between
250, 0 and 340.0 nm (1 nm = 10 -1 A°) in the nadir direction and a co-linear pho-
tometer which measures simultaneously at the 380, 0 nm. The photometer data
is used to obtain an 'effective reflectivity'; then the monochromator is used to
compute total ozone and to construct a profile. Total ozone is a column of air
directly below the spacecraft was computed from the measurements of back-
.	 scattered ultraviolet radiance at 312.5 nm, and 331.2 nm, forming the A-pair
result, and from 317.5 nm and 339.8 nm, forming the B-pair result, A weighting
algorithm was used to combine the two values to yield the recommended total
•	 ozone. Wavelength data taken at 255.5, 273.5, 283.0, 287. B, 292.2, 297.5,
301. 9, 305.8 nm are to be used for profile recovery, and a similar report will
cover the profile data description,
The Backscatter Ultraviolet experiment was proposed by Heath and Dave
for the Nimbus-4 spacecraft. The mathematical developments necessary
for such an experiment had been developed by Dave, J. V. and Mateer, C. L.
("A Preliminary Study on the Possibility of Estimating Total. Atmospheric











pp 414-427, 1967). The original concept was proposed by Singer and Wentworth
(Singer, S. F. and R. C. Wentworth, "A Method for the Determination of the
Vertical Ozone Distribution from a Satellite, " J. Geophys. Res., 62, 1957,
pp 299-308). Because of the increasing importance of ozone data and the value
of the Nimbus-4 data as the only global measurements available in the early
1970 1 s, the Ozone Processing Team (OPT) was formed in 1876 under the di-
rection of A. Fleig. The purpose of the formation of the OPT is to provide a
uniform and validated data base suitable for distribution to the scientific com-
munity and which in future years can be used as a basis for assessing global
changes. To further this aim, the BUV data has been reprocessed by the OPT
for the first year of data with attention to the algorithms employed, the instru-
ment calibrations and the comparison of the data with ground truth. The quality
of the ozone data has been unproved substantially after reprocessing.
The second section describes briefly each of the data sets associated with the
Nimbus-4 experiment and outlines the relationships between the data sets. It
also describes the structure of the tapes containing the data sets. The third
through sixth sections describe the Primary Data Base, the Radiance Data,
the Detailed Total Ozone Data and the Compressed Total Ozone. The
difference between the Detailed and Compressed data sets is that the detailed
contains radiance information at all wavelengths as well as experiment and
computational information whereas the compressed data set contains only the
total ozone data, associated position and time information and the radiances of
the A- and B-pair wavelengths used in constructing the total ozone. The
seventh section describes the daily zonal means of the total ozone, which have
been obtained by averaging over latitude belts. The eighth section discusses
the comparison of the data with ground observations.
Processing by the OPT is continuing and it is expected that further results will
be archived within the next year. These results will include the total ozone from
the second year and subsequent years, the total ozone with a correction for
terrain height, the ozone as a function of height and products as generated by





2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SETS
The purpose of this document is to enable the use of the Nimbus-4 Back-
scattered Ultraviolet (BUV) data products archived in the NSSDC. Any of
these products may be obtained by writing the National Space Sciences--Data
Center, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 20771. This docu-
ment describes the following five data sets which have resulted from the
Ozone Processing Team's analysis of the first year's data:
1. Primary Data Base (PDB)
2. Radiance data (U-tape)
3. Detailed Total Ozone (DTOZ)
4. Compressed Total Ozone (CTOZ)
5. Daily Zonal Means (DZM)
These first four data sets represent stages in the data processing where the
Primary Data Base is the least processed and retains the most engineering
and spacecraft condition information. The Radiance data set has had most
of the necessary engineering calibrations performed. The Detailed Total
Ozone data set has been processed to compute the total ozone from the
radiance data and retains sufficient information for profiling. The Com-
pressed Total Ozone retains only enough information to describe the
spatial and temporal variations of the ozone. The Daily Zonal Means data
is an average of the ozone and is available on tape and in graphic form.
A schematic diagram of the BUV data processing system is given in Figure
1. The computer programs used in producing the Nimbus-4 BUV results
were developed under the direction of L. V. Novak and are available at
the Computer Program Library, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland 20771.
The Primary Data Base is constructed by sorting, selecting and compiling
`	 the raw data. The raw data is obtained from sensory data tapes, which are
of two different forms. One is the "old" stacked sensory data tape (SSDT)
and is read and processed by the STRIPOLD computer program. The
second is the "new" BUV stacked tape (BUVST) and is read and processed
by the STRIPNEW computer program. These programs consolidate, check
and flag the data and add ephemeris information. The output tapes from
these two programs are then tune-sorted and merged into one tape by the
PDBGEN program. This tape, which is the Primary Data Base tape,





subsatellite position and the engineering information concerning the state of
the spacecraft. Although the validity of the data has been checked, the
measurements are still in telemetry units. Normally there is one week of
	
f `
	 data on each PDB tape and each file of the tape contains one or more orbits
of data.
The Radiance data is derived by processing the PDB through the U-tape
generation program. The radiances for the photometer and the monochro-
mator for each of the 12 wavelengths measured are in engineering units.
The 12 wavelengths for which the instrument takes the measurements are
339.8, 331.2, 317.5, 312.5, 305.8, bO1.9, 297.5, 292.2, 287.8, 283.0,
.	 273. 5, and 255. 5 nm. The U-tape normally contains 4 weeks of data and each
.	 file of the tape contains data for one or more orbits.
The Detailed Total Ozone data set contains the total ozone derived from the
i A and B pairs and radiance data from the remaining 8 wavelengths. Suffi-
cient information is available in the DTOZ data set for a user to generate
	
I	 ozone profiles. A DTOZ tape normally contains 4 weeks of data and each
file of the tape contains one or more orbits of data. Each logical record of
the DTOZ tape uses 80 words to provide the information associated with each
scan of data (32 seconds). The DTOZ tapes contain radiance values which are
normalized to the solar zenith angle and associated information sufficient to
derive an ozone profile. The OPT plans to archive ozone profiles in the near
future.
The Compressed Total Ozone data consists of the total ozone, spacecraft time
and position information and radiance information at the A and B pair wave-
lengths. The CTOZ tape 1 s compressed from the DTOZ tapes and one tape
contains the entire year's data. Each scan has a 20 word array associated
with it. Users interested in the total ozone only will find this data set the
most convenient.
The Daily Zonal Means (DZM) are computed means and standard deviations
of the total ozone within prescribed latitude zones averaged over one day.
This product is available on tape and on contour graphs.
All the tapes, except the CTOZ and the DZM tapes, contain a header file, a
number of data files (one for each orbit), and a trailer file. These files
shown schematically in Figure 2 are des-cribed below:
L A Header File. This is the first file on the tape and it is used to
identify the tape. It has satellite identification and also information regarding
the program that made this tape, the version number and date of version of the
program.
5
2. Data Files. Every data file is made up of.
a. A Header Record. The very first record of a data file.
In addition to some of the information also contained in the header file,
a header record contains the unique number of the input tape used to
produce the orbital data, the orbit number of the data and day and the job
ID of the actual production run.
b. Data Records. One record for each scan. Each scan is 32
seconds in duration.
c. A Trailer Record. The last record of each data file.
Contains the tape number of the input tape, summary of number of
records and number of records written and an error summary.
3. A Trailer File. The last file of the tape is the trailer file. It
gives the number of files on the output tape. It also contains a list of unique
numbers of all the input tapes that went into malting the tape.
Chapter 3 gives a description of the PDB tape. Chapter 4 describes the





Header File	 Very first file on the tape.I
Contains tape identification
information.
First Data File Header Record, first record of file.
2 N Data One for each scan
One orbit/file Records
Trailer record, last record of file.
Identified by -(N+2) in the first word.
Second Data File Same as File 2
3
(M-I)th Data File Same as File 2M
Trailer File	 The last file on tape.	 Identified by
M+ 1 -1 in the first word.	 Contains list
of input tapes processed to create
the PDB.





^-	 The Primary Data Base (PDB) tape of the Nimbus-4 ozone data contains the
Backscatter Ultraviolet (BUV) data for each scan (32 seconds) of an orbit.
j:	 Each data record contains the following at the start and end of each scan:
1. Ephemeris data
2. BUV data




The MUSE (Monitor of Ultraviolet Solar Energy) data concerns another experi-
ment, and will not be discussed in this document.
The Primary Data Base (PDB) tapes contain the Nimbus IV BUV data in the
first reduced form archived in the National Space Science Data Center. The
processing that has been performed up to this stage is the conversion from
analog signals to digital form., deletion of data which did not meet certain quality
standards, ordering and arranging of the data into a logical sequence, and adding
satellite location information. The data on the PDB tapes are essentially
uncalibrated.
The structure of the PDB tapes is as follows:
1. one header file
2. a number of data files
3. one trailer file.
Each data file is made up of:
A. one header record
B. a number of data records
C. one trailer record.
The header and trailer files as well as the header and trailer records are
primarily for the purpose of data management, and would not ordinarily be
of utility to the user.
8
The record length for the entire tape is fixed at 1700 bytes and is blocked to
10 records, or 17000 bytes. However, the format for each file and record
differs and is detailed in the following sections.
II. Header File
The purpose of the header file is to provide descriptive information about
the contents of the tape as a whole. There: are a variable number of records




first record is always formatted in R *8 EBCDIC words, the contents being
alphanumeric information. The subsequent records, R*4 words, contain




Each one of the subsequent records contains information about 50 data files,
so there are as many of these records as necessary. The last of these sub-
sequent records is padded to the end with --77. 0's if it describes less than
50 data files. The format of the header file is detailed in Table 3. 1.
III. Data File
As stated above, the data file is made up of a header record, a number of
data records, and a trailer record. Nominally each data file contains one
orbit worth of data. However, this is not a well defined orbit, but rather
a period of data collected by the ground station in Alaska which is usually
restricted to be within one actual orbit.
M. 1 Header Record. The header record contains information regarding
the beginning of the orbit and the programs that performed the pre-processing
of that orbit. Examination of the format of the header record in Table 3.2
will reveal a variety of word sizes, but judicious use of EQUIVALENCE
statements makes unpacking simple.
III. 2 Data Record. The Data Record contains all of the information which
pertains to one scan. A scan is a thirty-two second period of observation
during which the instrument makes a variety of measurements. The scan
is made up of two major frames such that the start of the first major frame
coincides with the start of the scan, the end of the first major frame with the
start of the second, and the end of the second major frame coincides with the
end of the scan. Not infrequently one of the major frames will be missing
or will have been deleted. If this occurs the flag in word 3 is set, and the
data associated with that major frame is set to -77, with the exception of the
times and satellite position information which is always present. If both





Header File Of PDB Tape
(A) RECORD 1
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 SATELLITE ID (NIMBUS 4) R*8 EBCDIC
2 EXPERIMENT ID (BUV) R4=8 EBCDIC
3 PROGRAM NAME (E. G. STRIP MRG) R3.8 EBCDIC
4 DATE OF PROGRAM VERSION (12/15/76) R*8 EBCDIC
5 VERSION NO. OF PROGRAM (VERSN 01) R*-8 EBCDIC
6 UNIQUE # OF OUTPUT TAPE R3.8 EBCDIC
7--10 DCB OF THE OUTPUT TAPE FOUR Rr8 WORDS R*8 EBCDIC
(RECFM=FB, LRECL=1700, BLK '7000, DEN= 1600)
11-12 DAY OF WEEK AND DATE OF JOB RUN R*8 EBCDIC
(THU 15 OCT 77) TWO R*8 WORDS
13 STARTING WEEK NUMBER OF DATA R3`8. EBCDIC
14 ENDING WEEK NUMBER OF DATA R*8 EBCDIC
15 CALENDAR YEAR OF DATA (E. G. 70.) R*8 EBCDIC
REST ANNOTATION (= 77777777) R*8 EBCDIC
(B) SUBSEQUENT RECORDS
1	 NUMBER OF FILES ON OUTPUT TAPE R*4
2	 LOGICAL SEQ. No.' R*4
3	 START DAY OF FIST FILE R*4
4	 START TIME OF FIRST FILE R*4
5	 LAT. (-90. TO +90.) OF FIRST FILE R q
6	 LONG. (0 to 360 W) OF FIRST FILE R34
7	 DAY AT END OF FIRST FILE R=,4
8	 TIME AT END OF FIRST FILE R3i4
9	 LATITUDE AT END OF FIRST FILE R*4
10	 LONGITUDE AT END OF FIRST FILE R*4
11--1 .8	 SAME AS 3-10, BUT FOR SECOND FILE R*4
19-LAST EIGHT WORDS FOR EACH FILE R7`4
"Records of type "B" give the starting and ending information of each data
file. A maximum of 50 data files can be described in each "B" record, which
are repeated as necessary, with the last record padded with -77. I s.	 Each
file contains one or more orbits.
2 for first 50 file
= 3 for files 50-100





., Header Record of PDB Tape
j 2—BYTE WORD
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 LOGICAL SEQ, NO. (ALWAYS = 1) 1.12
2 DUMMY WORD TO MAKE 4 BYTES( = 0) I=,2
3-6 UNIQUE # OF INPUT TAPE R"8
_ 7-14 DATE OF JOB RUN (TWO R*8 WORDS) R:,$ EBCDIC
15 -15 JOBID OF THE JOB R,; EBCDIC
19-20 DAY AT START OF THE FILE R, 4
_ 21-22 TIME AT START OF THE FILE Rico
23-24 LATITUDE (-90 TO +90) AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE FILE R*4
25-26 LONGITUDE (0 TO 360 WESTWARDS)
AT BEGINNING OF THE FILE R*4
27-28 WEEK NUMBER OF START OF FILE R-;4
29-32 PROGRAM NAME (E. G. STRIPOLD) R*8 EBCDIC
33-36 VERSION DATE (E. G. 12/15/76) R.;8 EBCDIC
37--40 VERSION NUMBER (E. G. VERSN 01) R*8 EBCDIC
41-42 ORBIT NUMBER Ri'r4
43-46 DATE OF JOB RUN Ri,B EBCDIC




Table 3.3 describes the format of the data record. The Logical sequence num-
ber is the number of the logical record within the file. The header has a Logical
sequence number of one and the first data record has a logical sequence number
of 2. The day at the start and the end of the scan is stored in the form of se-
quential day within the year January 1 being day 1 and February 1 being day 32
and so on. The three times associated with the scan are stored as time of day in
integer seconds (0 to 86400 secs) and should read using EQUIVALENCE state-
ments. The latitude is negative for the southern hemisphere and positive for
northern hemisphere. Longitude is 011 -3601 WESTWARDS from Greenwich.
The solar zenith angle is 0 1 when the sun is overhead and goes to 900 when the
sun is on the horizon. Words 31 and 32 contain the DAYMIGHT code for the
first and second major frames, with a value of 0, 1, or 2 for day, twilight
or night. The U-tape generation program processes all the data but the DTOZ
program processes only the day time data for the computation of total ozone.
The acronym LSB first seen in word 193 means Least Significant Bit. When
two words are separated by a slash, as in NO/YES in word 193, or LCH/NDR
in word 194, this refers to the value of the binary digit of that sample with the
first being 1 and the second being 0 as in 1/0.
Words 33-112 contain the BUV data (Function 16200) from the first major frame
and words 113-192 contain BUV data from second major frame. These 160
words together contain all the BUV data for the twelve wavelengths. There
are seven types of data monitored by the instrument. Table 3.4 has a
description of the seven types of words. There is alternately one set of 12
and 13 words for each of the 12 wavelength channels. Table 3.5 gives the
relative BUV word position in the PDB. As can be seen, there are four
samples of words 1 and 3 for each wavelength channel. Reading for word
7 is available for every other wavelength channel.
Words 193-226 contain information regarding experiment subsystem status.
Table 3.6 gives a detailed description of these functions. Words 227-250
contain spacecraft housekeeping information. There are 12 analog functions
which are averaged in the U-tape generation program for each file and the
averages stored in the trailer record of the U-tape. Words 251-536 contain
data from the Monitor of Ultraviolet Solar Experiment (MUSE) which is not
used in computation of the total ozone and will not be further discussed in
this report. Words 537-840 contain information related to spacecraft
attitude. This information is not used in the processing of first year data,
when the spacecraft attitude system functioned to :E1° accuracy but is used








ZIi. 3 Trailer Record. The format of the Trailer record is described in
Table 3. 7. The trailer record is a summary of processing of the orbit.
Words 19-34 contain the counters which Itemize the number of scans
deleted from the output tape, and the reasons for deletion.
N. Trailer File
The trailer file detailed in Table 3.8 contains a summary of processing of
the entire tape. From word 13, eight bytes are allocated to the name of
each input tape. After the last input tape, there are four bytes containing











1	 LOGICAL SEQUENCE NUMBER
2	 SPARE (= 0)
3	 FLAG FOR MISSING MAJOR FRAME
= 0 both major frames present
= 1 first major frame absent
2 second major frame absent
4	 DAY OF BEGINNING OF SCAN
5-6	 START TIME IN INTEGER SECONDS OF FIRST MAJOR FRAME
7-8
	 START TIME IN INTEGER SECONDS OF SECOND MAJOR FRAME
9	 SPARE (- 0)
10	 DAY OF END OF SCAN
11-12	 TIME IN INTEGER SECONDS AT END OF SCAN
13-14-, n ALTITUDE AT BEGINNING OF SCAN (IN IM)
15-16*
	 LATITUDE AT BEGINNING OF SCAN (-90 TO +900)
17-18:,
	 LONGITUDE AT BEGINNING OF SCAN (0-301011
 WESTWARD)
19-20-.-	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT BEGINNING OF SCAN
21-22:,::;: AZIMUTH ANGLE AT BEGINNING OF SCAN
2.3-24*
	 LATITUDE AT END OF SCAN
25-264- ,= LONGr2LTDE AT END OF SCAN (0-360° WESTWARD)
27--28"	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT END OF SCAN
29-30m -r AZIMUTH ANGLE AT END OF SCAN
31	 DAY--NIGHT CODE FOR START OF FIRST MAJOR FRAME
= 0, 1, 2 FOR DAY, TWILIGHT AND NIGHT RESPECTIVELY
32	 SAME AS 31 BUT FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
*These two words should be read as one I,=4 word through an
	 .
EQUIVALENCE statement.












33-112	 FCN 16200, BUV DATA FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
113-192 FCN 16200, BUV DATA FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
193	 FCN 16012 BUV 10 KHZ - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
194	 FCN 16013 BUV MODE LCH/NDR - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
195
	
FCN 16021 BUV CALIB. -- INH/ENA - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR. FRAME
196	 FCN 16022 BUV DPLY DIFF -- YES/NO - 3 SAMPLES IN 3
LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
197
	
FCN 16023 BUV STR RIFF -- YES/NO -- 3 SAMPLES IN 3
LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
198
	
FCN 16024 BUV DIF DPLYD - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3
LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
199	 FCN 16025 BUV DIF STRD - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3
LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
200	 FCN 16030 BUV PWAY CAL. - ON/OFF - 3 SAMPLES IN 3
LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
201	 FCN 16031 ELECTRICAL CAL. - ON/OFF - 3 SAMPLES IN
3 LSB'S FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
202	 FCN 16032 PHOTO CAL. -- ON/OFF - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
203	 FCN 16033 - WC LAMP - ON/OFF - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
204	 FCN 16.034 MSH DATA - NO/YES -- 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR. FRAME
205	 FCN 16035 MSH PCAL. - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
206	 FCN 16036 MSH DCUR - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
207	 FCN 16037 PSH DATA - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR. FRAME
20-q	FCN 16038 PSII PCAL. - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME
209	 FCN 16039 PSH DCUR - NO/YES - 3 SAMPLES IN 3 LSB'S
FOR FIRST MAJOR FRAME





227 FCN 16101: +4 VDC
228 1 sample FCN 16102: Thermistor Bias (-6.375V)
229 for each FCN 16103: Photometer high Voltage
230 function, FCN 16104: Monochromator High Voltage
231 right- FCN 16105: Housing Absolute Temperature
232 adjusted, FCN 16106: Photo multiplier Absolute Temperature
233 for first FCN 16107: Sensor Mod Elect Temperature
234 major FCN 16108: Mtr Cur Limiter Temperature
235 frame FCN 16109: Static Inverter 1 Temperature
236 FCN 16110: Static Inverter 2 Temperature
237 FCN 16111: Arm Gradient
238 FCN 16112: Housing Gradient
239-250 SAME AS 227-238 BUT FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
251--266 FCN 14001 (16 words) MUSE Data
267-282 FCN 14002 (16 words) MUSE Data
283 for FCN 14003 MUSE - 3 volts
284 first FCN 14004 MUSE - 6 volts
285 major FCN 14005 MUSE Aspect Sensor ATA
286 frame FCN 14006 MUSE Aspect Sensor EATA
287 FCN 14007 MUSE Cathode Temps
288 for FCN 14008 MUSE Feedback Res. T.
289 first FCN 14009 MUSE Elec. Temp.
290 major FCN 14011 MUSE PITCH EYE 1 1/0 iii 2 0 Bit/1 Sample
291 frame FCN 14012 MUSE PITCH EYE 2 1/0 in 2 0 Bit/1 Sample
292 FCN 14013 MUSE PITCH EYE 3 1/0 in 2 0 Bit
293-295
	
FCN 14014 MUSE PITCH EYE 4 1/0 in 2 0 Bit/3 Samples
296-298
	
FCN 14015 MUSE PITCH EYE 5 1/0 in 2 0 Bit/3 Samples
299-301	 FCN 14016 MUSE PITCH EYE 6 1/0 in 20
 Bit/3 Samples
302	 FCN 14017 MUSE PITCH EYE 7 1/0 in 2 0 Bit
303-305
	







I 306-308 for FCN 14022	 2 3 Samples of each Information
' 309-311 first FCN 14025	 3
312--314 major FCN 14024	 4 (3 words each)
315-317 frame FCN 14025	 5
- 318--320 FCN 14026	 6
321-323 FCN 14027	 7
324-339 FCN 14030 (16 wds) Reference Ind. in Bit 3
t 340--355 FCN 14031 (16 wds) Range Bit 1 in Bit 1
356-371 FCN 14032 (16 wds) Range Bit 2 in Bit 5
372-387 FCN 14033 (16 wds) Range Bit 3 in Bit 10
388-390 FCN 14034 (3 wds) MUSE Power On/Off in Bit 1
. 391-393 FCN 14035 (3 wds) MUSE Man/Auto in Bit 10
394-536 SAME AS 251-393 BUT FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
537 FCN 1101 Coarse Pitch Error
538-553 FCN 1102 (16 wds) Fine Pitch
554-569 FCN 1103 (16 wds) Pitch Tach Amp
570 FCN 1201 Coarse Roll
571-586 for FCN 1202 (16 wds) Fine Roll
587-602 first FCN 1205 (16 wds) Roll FWD Flywheel Speed
603-,618 major FCN 1206 (16 wds) Roll Rear Flywheel Speed
619-634 frame FCN 1303 (16 wds) Yaw Tach. Amp.
635 FCN 1322 Yaw Sun Sensor Amp.
636--651 FCN 1351 (16 wds) RUP IND. Rate (IIi.. Res.)
652 FCN 1411 Left SAD SSDA
653--655 FCN 1413 (3 words) left SAD Phase-Switch in Bit 7
656-671 FCN 1417 (16 words) Left SAD Tach.
} 672-687 FCN 1431 (16 words) Left Cosine Pot
688 FCN 2005 Solar Array I
a 689-840 SAME AS FOR 537-6.88, BUT FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
841 ORBIT NUMBER
Al 842-850 SPARES (-77.)
17
Table 3.4
BUV Word Definition for the Seven Types of Data
a. Photometer Analog Data BUV Word I
b. Photometer Housekeeping Data BUV Word 2
C. Monochromator Analog Data BUV Word 3
d. Monochromator Housekeeping Data BUV Word 4
e. Photometer Pulse Count Data BUV Word 5
f. Monochromator Pulse Count Data BUV Word 6
g. Monochromator Energetic Particle Data BUV Word 7
The data and calibration sequences and tinning
are described in the Nimbus 1V User's Guide.
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Relative BUV word position in PDB data record (add 32 to get
absolute position for the first frame; 112 to get absolute
position for the second frame)
BUV Word Wavelength
ChannelW4 W1 W3 W1 W3 W1 W3 I Wl W3 W5 W6 I W7 W2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 339. 8 nm
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 331.2
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 317.5
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 312.5
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 49 60 61 62 305.8
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 301.9
75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 297.5
88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 292.2
t
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 287.6
113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 283.0
125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 273.5








Description of Subsystem Status Functions
Function No. Description
16013 10 KHZ Clock. 	 A logical 0 indicates the presence of
the 10 KHZ signal and a 1 indicates the loss of the
signal.
16013 mode Launch/Normal. 	 1 indicates a launch mode
and 0 a normal mode.
16021 Calibration.	 A 1 indicates the calibration to be
inhibited and a 0 indicates a normal calibration
sequence to occur.
16022 Command Verification Deploy Diffuser. 	 A 1 in-
dicates that a diffuser deploy command has been
received and a 0 indicates that such a command
has not been received in the last 32 to 64 seconds.
16023 Command Verification Store Diffuser.	 A 1 in-
dicates that a store diffuser command has been
received and a 0 indicates that either the
command has not been received in the last 32 to
64 seconds or that it has been succeeded by a
Deploy Diffuser command.
16024 Diffuser Deployed.	 A 1 indicates that the diffuser
is not in the fully deployed position, while a 0 in-
dicates the diffuser is deployed.
10625 Diffuser Stored.	 A 1 indicates that the diffuser
is not in the fully stored position, while a 0 in-
dicates diffuser is in the stored position.
Table 3.6 (Continued)
Function No.	 Description
16030 Pre-Wavelength Calibrate. Each BUV experimental
cycle comprises of 192 BUV frames. The last eight
frames (185-192) are the pre-wavelength calibration
frames. A 3. indicates that the calibration occurred
and a 0 indicates that only frames 1-184 are
processed.
16031 Electronics Calibrate. A 1 indicates that a MCS--A
calibration is being performed and a 0 indicates that
MCS-A calibration is not being performed.
16032	 Photometric Calibrate. A 1 indicates a MCS-B, C
calibration is being performed and ¢ indicates that
MCS-B, C calibration is not being performed.
16033	 Wavelength Calibrate Lamp. A 1 indicates this
lamp is ON and a 0 indicates the lamp is OFF.
16034	 Monochromator Shutters in Data Position. A 1 in-
dicates that shutters are not in data position and a
0 indicates that they are.
16035
	
Monochromator Shutters Photometric Position.
A 1 indicates that shutters are not in photometric
position and a 0 indicates they are.
16036 Monochromator Shutters in Wavelength Dark Current
Position. A 1 indicates that the shutters are not in
dark current position and a 0 indicates they are.
h
16037	 Same as 16034, but for Photometer Shutters.
16038	 Same as 16035, but for Photometer Shutters.
16039	 Same as 16036, but for Photometer Shutters.
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Trailer Record of PDB Tape
2 BYTE WORD
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 NEGATIVE OF LOG. SEQ. NO. = --N,
WHERE NO. OF SCANS = N-2 1 2
2 DUMMY WORD TO FILL BY 4. BYTES {- 0) 1*2
3--4 DAY OF LAST SCAN Ri: 4
5-6 TIME IN SECS,. AT END OF ORBIT R*4
7-8 LAT. (-90 TO +90) AT THE END OF ORBIT R7i 4
9-10 LONG, (0 TO 360W) AT THE END OF ORBIT Rs:4
11-12 NO. OF SSDT RECORDS (FRAMES) READ R-'.;-4
13-14 NO. OF STP RECORDS (SCANS) WRITTEN R 4
15-18 UNIQUE WOF INPUT TAPE R-,18 EBCDIC
19-20 ;, DATA RECORD READ ERROR R am4
21-22 :: WRONG RECORD LENGTH ENCOUNTERED R!`4
23-24* TIME NOT AVAILABLE R*4
25--26 „ FRAM SYNCH. ERROR R::4
27-28* BUV POWER OFF R*4
29-30* BAD TIME ON RECORD R:, 4
31-32 4^- DATA CYCLE NEITHER FIRST NOR SECOND R*4
33-34* BACKWARD TIME STEP R°!, 4
35-850 SPARES = (--77.) R: 4
-COUNTERS FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF ERRORS FOR WHICH




1 TRAILER FILE IDENTIFIER (ALWAYS -1)
"	 2 DUMMY WORD TO FILL UP 4 BYTES (= 0)
3--4 NUMBER OF FILES ON OUTPUT TAPE
5-6 DAY AT THE END OF LAST ORBIT
7-8 TIME AT END OF LAST ORBIT ON TAPE
9-10 LAT. (-90 TO +90) AT END OF LAST ORBIT
11-12 LONG. (0 to 360 W) AT END OF LAST ORBIT
13--16 UNIQUE # OF FIRST INPUT TAPE
17-20 UNIQUE # OF SECOND INPUT TAPE
21-MM UNIQUE # OF THIRD, FOURTH ... TO
(MM--6)TH INPUT TAPE
(MM+ 1)- (MM+2)
LAST', INDICATING THAT THERE ARE
NO MORE INPUT TAPES


















R * 8 EBCDIC

















The U-Tape is an intermediate step in the total ozone processing system. It
contains the calibrated backscattered ultra violet radiances derived from the
data on the Primary Data Base (PDB) tape. The data on the U-Tape is in
engineering units. The U-Tape (like the PDB) is made up of a header file,
a number of data files (one for each orbit) and a trailer file. The data file
contains a header record, a number of data records (one for each scan) and
a trailer record. The header file, which is the first file on the U-Tape, is
described in Table 4.1 and contains tape identifying information. The header
record, which is the first record of a data file, contains orbit identifying
information, and its format is described in Table 4.2.
The data record, described in detail below, contains one scan of lata. The
format of a data record can be found in Table 4.3. The trailer record is
the last record of a data file. It contains a summary of the data on the file
and an error summary for the data rejected by the U-Tape generation pro-
gram. Table 4.4 contains the format of the U-Tape trailer record. Table
4.5 contains the format of a trailer file of a U-Tape. The trailer file con-
tains a list of all the input PDB tapes that were processed to generate the
U-Tape.
The header file, the header record of the data file, the trailer record of
the data file, and the trailer file are primarily used for internal data manage-
ment purposes by the production team and are not ordinarily needed by an out-
side user of the U--Tape. Hence only the data record will be explained in
detail. A data record contains one complete wavelength scan of the BUV
monochromator spanning thirty-two seconds. The data record on the U--Tape
has 100 words (type REAL *4). The logical sequence number for the record,
beginnin g at 2 for the first data record (the header record being 1). The count
number is an administrative number. The day in the year at the start of the
scan is numbered from January 1 = 1. Word 5 refers to the Primary Data Base
tape. Words 6-9 give the positions of the subsatellite point where longitude
is given as 0-360 in the WESTWARD direction and lattitude is between ±90°.
Words 16-51 contain twelve sets of photometer U-values, monochromator
U-values and screening flags, one set for each of the following twel ae wave-




















A U-value is the radiance in resolution units of the digitizer. In this instru-
ment the quantization error in the digitizer exceeds the error due to the
photomultiplier noise in most cases. The instrument uses a logarithmic
amplifier such that the TT-value is defined as
U=100logE
where E is the event rate, which is the photomultiplier cathode current
divided by the electronic charge. A wavelength-dependent calibration
factor relates the cathode current to the radiance.
Word 55 has the altitude, in kilometers, of the satellite at the beginning of
the scan. Words 56 and 57 contain the performance check flags for the first
major frame and the second major frame respectively. These performance
checks are as follows
UTAPE (5G) = P 41 P31 n-! PI t performance checks for Frame 1
UTAPE (57) = P42 P32 P-., PI2 performance checks for Frame 2
vhere the second subscript represents the major frame. P l j represents the
check for diffuser
= 1 if diffuser is either deployed or stored
2 if diffuser is both deployed and stored
= 3 if diffuser is neither deployed nor stored
P,j
 represents the check for Functions 16030-16033 (see data record format
for PDB)
0 if all the functions have value 0 meaning all the calibrations
were OFF
= 1 when at least one of the functions was ON
P 3j represents check on MSH functions 16034-36
= 0 when we do not have MSH data (function 16034 = 0)
1 when we do not have MSH DCUR but are in MSH PCAL mode






= 2 when we are in M-SH DCUR anode (16035 = 0 and 16036 = 1)
= 3 when we are ire both DCUR and PCAL mode
P4j is same as P3j buy for PSH Amctions 16037-39.
Words 58 and 59 contain the resistor indicators for channels 1--6 and 7-12
respectively. See note at bottom. of Table 4.3 for farther details. Words
61 -- 100 are for Darr Current analysis of the data. Word 61 contains the
DAYMIGHT code for the data record. This code is 0 for day, 1 for
twilight, and 2 for night. Word 62 contains the data type indicator, and
this is 0 for BUV data and 1 indicating a Master Calibration Seqaence was
being performed. Words 63 - 74 contain the Monochromator pulse count
data in counts/sec at cathode, one for each of the twelve wavelen gths in
ascending; order from 2555 -am. Words 75--86 contain similar data for
the photometer. Words 87-92 contain the energetic particle counts.
.i
Table 4. 1
Header File of U-Tape
(A) RECORD I
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 SATELLITE ID (NIMBUS-4) R*8 EBCDIC
2 EYPE RIMENT ID (9KBUVVV9) R * 8 EBCDIC
3 PROGRAM NAME (U-TAPE 00) R*8 EBCDIC
4 DATE OF PROGRAM VERSION (E. G.1./20/77) R*8 EBCDIC
5 VERSION NO. (VERSN 01) R* 8 EBCDIC
6 UNIQUE NO. OF THE OUTPUT TAPE
(E. G. 70UT1515) R*8 EBCDIC
7-10 DCB OF THE U-TAPE -- 4 WORDS R* 8 EBCDIC
(REC FM=FB, LRECL=400, BLKSIZE=10000,
DEN=1600)
11-12 DATE OF THE JOB RUN (E. G. TUE 18 JAN 77) R *8 EBCDIC
13 STARTING WEEK NUMBER OF DATA R* 8 EBCDIC
14 ENDING WEED NUMBER OF DATA R*8 EBCDIC
15 CALENDAR YEAR OF DATA (E. G. 70) R*8 EBCDIC
16-50 ANNOTATION ( = 77777777) R* 8 EBCDIC
B) RECORD 2
1	 NO. OF FILES ON THE OUTPUT TAPE
(ALWAYS -77.)	 R *4
2	 TOTAL NO. OF LOGICAL RECORDS IN
THE HEADER FILE (ALWAYS 2) 	 R *4
3	 DAY OF THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST
SCAN OF THE FIRST ORBIT ON TAPE	 R *4
4	 TIME IN SECS, OF DAY FOR 3 ABOVE	 R*4
5	 LATITUDE AT (4) ABOVE (00.00) 	 R*4
6	 LONGITUDE AT (4) ABOVE (0. 00 -- 360. 00;
WEST POSITIVE)
	 R*4




Header Record of U-Tape
4-BYTE WORD
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 LOGICAL SEQUENCE NO. (ALWAYS 1. 0) R*4
2 SPARE (0.0) R*4
3-4 UNIQUE NO. OF INPUT TAPE R*8 EBCDIC
5-8 DAY AND DATE OF THE JOB RUN R*8 EBCDIC
TWO R 4 8 WORDS (E. G. TUE 18 JAN 77)
9-10 J013 I.D . (E. G. ZMVGKUTP) R* 8 EBCDIC
11 DAY OF THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST
GOOD SCAN OF THE FIRST ORBIT ON
THE OUTPUT TAPE R*4
12 TIME IN SECS. OF DAY FOR (11) ABOVE R*4
13 LAT. (=90.0 TO +90.0) AT (11) ABOVE R*4
14 LONG (0 to 360, W) AT (11) ABOVE R*4
15 WEEK # OF THE START OF THE ORBIT R*4
16 ORBIT # R* 4
17-18 PROGRAM NAME (E. G. U-TAPE) R*8 EBCDIC
19-20 VERSION DATE (E. G. 1/20/77) R*8 EBCDIC
21--22 VERSION ff (E. G. VERSN06) R *8
23 j60, PHOTOMETER R*4
24 80, MONOCHROMATOR R*4
25-26 DATE OF JOB RUN (E. G. 77.018) R*8 EBCDIC
27-100 ANNOTATION (- -77.) R *4
s
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Data Record of U-Tape
(This record contains 100 REAL* 4 words.)
WORD	 DESCRIPTION
1	 LOGICAL SEQUENCE NO. ON U-TAPE DATA FILE
2	 ORBIT NUMBER
3	 DAY IN YEAR AT START OF SCAN
4	 TIME OF DAY IN SECONDS AT START OF SCAN
5	 LOGICAL RECORD NO. ON PDB DATA FILE
6	 VIEW LATITUDE AT START OF SCAN
7	 VIEW LONGITUDE AT START OF SCAN
8	 VIEW LATITUDE AT END OF SCAN
9	 VIEW LONGITUDE AT END OF SCAN
10	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT START OF SCAN
11	 AZIMUTH ANGLE AT START OF SCAN
12	 SPARE
13	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT END OF SCAN
14	 AZIMUTH ANGLE AT END OF SCAN
15	 SPARE
16	 PHOTOMETER AVERAGE U-VALUE




SAME AS 16-18, BUT FOR h = 273.5, 283.0... 339.8 nm
52	 12 FLAG BITS WHERE itt BIT = 0, IF Xi IS PROPER,
AND iti BIT = 1 IF NOT
53	 VIEW LATITUDE AT START OF SCAN
54	 VIEW LONGITUDE AT START OF SCAN
55	 ALTITUDE IN KMS, AT BEGINNING OF SCAN
56	 PERFORMANCE CHECX FOR 1ST MAJOR FRAME
57	 SAME AS 56, BUT FOR SECOND MAJOR FRAME
58	 RESISTOR INDICATORS FOR CHANNELS 1-6 #
59	 RESISTOR INDICATORS FOR CHANNELS 7-12 # #
60	 SPARE (= -77.)
61	 DAY/NIGHT/TWILIGHT CODE (0/2/1)
62	 DATA TYPE (= 0 FOR PATA, = 1 FOR MCSA)
63-74	 MONOCHROMATOR PULSE COUNT DATA, ONE FOR EACH
WAVELENGTH 255.5, 273.5... , 339.8 (COUNTS/SEC AT
CATHODE)
75-86	 SAME AS 63-74, BUT FOR PHOTOMETER
87-'92	 ENERGETIC PARTICLE COUNTS
93-100	 SPARES (= -77.)
(See Notes on following page.)
^i
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Table 4.3 (Continued)
U--VALUE W -77 FOR MISSING DATA
_ -99 FOR BAD DATA
* SCREENING FLAG - 7 DIGITS TO THE LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT
ARE SIGNIFICANT, E. G. d 7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 di • 0
d2 represents Lamda blocks does not agree with composition
d3 represents cam is moving
d4 represents photometer H. V. indicator = 2 or 3
d5 represents monochromator H. V. indicator = 2 or 3
do represents photometer high (= 1)/low (= 0) gain code
d7 represents monochromator high (-1)/low (--0) gain code
# SIX DIGITS TO THE LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT ARE SIGNIFICANT,
E.G. R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Re. 0.




	 273.5 nm	 It




	 287. G mat	 rr
R5	 „	 292.2 mn n
Re	 "	 297.5nm
# # SIX DIGITS TO THE LEFT OF THE DECIMAL POINT ARE SIGNIFICANT,
R7 R8 R9 RIO R11 R'12 . 0•
WHERE R7 - Resistors used for 301.9 nm channel
Re	 'r	 305. S nm.
	
r r
R9	 "	 312.5 nm	 rr

















1 NEGATIVE OF LOG. SEQ. NO. (--N, WHERE
N-2 = NO. OF SCANS FOR THIS ORBIT) R * 4
2 ORBIT NO. R *4
3 DAY AT THE END OF THE LAST SCAN OF
T HE ORBIT R * 4
4 TIME IN SECS. OF DAY FOR 2 R.*4
5 LAT. (-90. 0 TO + 90. 0) AT (3) ABOVE R * 4
6 LONG. (0 TO 360. 0) AT (3) ABOVE R *4
7 NO. OF PDB RECORDS (SCANS) READ R *4
8 NO. OF U-TAPE RECORDS (SCANS) WRITTEN R *4
9-10 UNIQUE NO. OF THE INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
11 TOTAL SCANS READ R * 4
12 GOOD DATA SCANS R * 4
13 GOOD DIFFUSER SCANS R * 4
14 GOOD MCSA SCANS R * 4
15 GOOD DATA Z-A. C 88.0 R * 4
16 TOTAL SCANS REJECTED R * 4
17 BACKWARD TIME STEPS R * 4
18 DIFFUSER MISSING R * 4
19 MCSA FRAME MISSING R * 4
20 NON-DATA, NON-MCSA, NON-
DIFFUSER R * 4
21 SCANS FOLLOWING MCSB,
CORE R*4
22 T. READ ERRORS R * 4
23 UNABLE TO CORRECT ZENITH ANGLE




24-30 -- NOT USED (0.0) R * 4
31 MOVING DIFFUSER PLATE R* 4
32 WAVELENGTH CAM ERROR R * 4
33 MOVING CAM ERROR R * 4
34 PHOTO H. V. NON HIGH/LOW R * 4
35 MONO H. V. NON HIGH/LOW R * 4
36-40 NOT USED (0.0) R* 4




1--10 AVERAGE VALUES OF THE 10 HOUSEKEEPING
FUNCTIONS 16101 - 16112 R * 4
11-20 STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE 10
HOUSEKEEPING FUNCTIONS R * 4
21-30 MINIMUM VALUES FOR THE 10 HOUSEKEEPING
FUNCTIONS R * 4
31-40 MAXIMUM VALUES FOR THE 10 HOUSEKEEPING
FUNCTIONS R * 4
41-50 NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR THE 10
HOUSEKEEPING FUNCTIONS R* 4













1 TRAILER FILE IDENTIFIER (ALWAYS -1. 0) R* 4
2 NO. OF FILES ON THE OUTPUT TAPE
(INCLUDING HEADER FILE AND THE
TRAILER FILE) R * 4
3 DAY AT THE END OF THE LAST SCAN
OF THE LAST ORBIT ON TAPE R *4
4 TIME IN SECS OF DAY FOR (3) ABOVE R *4
5 LAT.	 (-90.0 to +90.0) AT (4) ABOVE R*4
6 LONG. (0.0 to 360. 0 WESTWARD) AT
(4) ABOVE R *4
7 NO. OF PDB FILES TO READ R *4
8 SPARE (= 0.0) R * 4
9-10 UNIQUE NO. OF THE FIRST INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
11-12 UNIQUE NO. OF THE SECOND INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
13-(MM-2) UNIQUE NO. OF THE THIRD - LAST
INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
(MM-1)-MM= LAST, INDICATING THAT THERE ARE
NO MORE INPUT TAPES R *8 EBCDIC





5. DETAILED TOTAL OZONE
The Detailed Total Ozone (DTOZ) tape contains the total ozone data calculated
from the calibrated backscattered ultra violet radiances on the U-tape. Data
for the first year of satellite operation, covering the period April 10, 1970 to
May 6, 1977 is stored on fourteen tapes, one tape for each four week period.
For subsequent years a DTOZ tape may contain data for more than a four week
period depending upon data density. A file of the DTOZ tape contains data from
one or more orbits.
r
	A DTOZ tape, like the U--tape and PDB tape, is made up of a header file, a num-
ber of data files and a trailer file. The data file contains a header record, a
number of data records (one for each scan of data) and a trailer record. The
header file is the first file of a tape and contains tape identification information.
The format of the header file records is presented in Table 5.1.. The header
record, which is the first record of a data file, contains information required to
identify the orbit data on that file. The format of the header record is described
in Table 5, 2,
A data record, described below, contains the measurements and position
during one scan. Table 5.3 describes the format of a data record. The last
record on a data file is the trailer record which contains a summary of the data
processed in the data file. The trailer record, described in Table 5.4, also
contains an error summary for data rejected during the processing. The last
file on a DTOZ tape is the trailer file, which contains a list of all the input
tapes which were processed to generate the DTOZ tape. The format of the
trailer file is described in Table 5.5.
The header file, the header record, the trailer record, and the trailer file
are primarily used for data management by the production team and may not
be of much use to an outside user of DTOZ tape. Hence these records will not
be described in any detail.
`	 The data record contains one complete 12-wavelength scan of the BW mono-
chromator spanning 32 seconds. The first word is .the logical sequence number
withiu the file of the scan in question. Logical sequence number of a data record
always starts with two, since one is the logical sequence number of the header
record, The logical sequence number of a particular record an the DTOZ tape
may be different from the logical sequence number of the same record on the
U-tape. This is because scans are rejected in the total ozone computation if
the data is during twilight or night time, if the solar zenith angle is larger than
82. 70 (sunnear the horizon), if "bad" data is found or if a calibration procedure
occurred during the scan. Words 2 through 6 of the DTOZ data record are
S
self explanatory and are copied unaltered from the U-tape data record. Words
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WESTWARD) and the solar zenith angle given as average values for the
satellite during the time of the four monochromator readings used to compute
the total ozone. Words 10, 11, and 12 contain the same averages during the
time the eight monochromator readings used to calculate the ozone profile
were taken.
Words 13 and 14 contain resistor flags for each of the 12 wavelength positions.
The meaning of these flags is given in Table 4.3. Because the backscattered
radiance decreases rapidly with decreasing wavelengths, the instrument in-
creases gain by switching from feedback resistor 1, to 2, to 3, and the resistor
number used at each wavelength is given in the flag. We have found that the nom-
inal gain for R2 and R3 were in error and have corrected these values as accur-
ately as possible. Data at the resistor switching point are still being studied.
Words 15 through 26 contain the twelve monochromator U-values input from the
U-tape. A U-value is a radiance in resolution units of the digitizer. In this
instrument quantization error in the digitizer exceeds error due to photo-
multiplier noise in most cases. The instrument uses a logarithmic amplifier
such that the U-value is defined as U = 100 log E where E the event rate
is the photomultipiier cathode current divided by the electronic charge Q. A
wavelength dependent calibration factor relates the cathode current to the
radiance. The U--values recorded are exactly as they appear on the U--tape.
Before being used to calculate total ozone, they are normalized to 1 A. U.
sun-earth distance; the dark current is subtracted; and a scene stabilization
correction factor designed to insure long term instrument calibration is
applied. This corrected U-value is used to compute Q and N values.
Words 27 - 34 contain Q values for the 8 wavelengths used to calculate ozone
profiles.	 The definition is
Q ` I/ (I0 P^ P(9) )
where I is the backscattered radiance, 1 0
 is the extraterrestrial solar radiance,
#X is the Rayleigh scattering coefficient, and P is the Rayleigh scattering
phase function at solar zenith angle 8. So Q is a normalized radiance con-
venient for profile computation. Words 35 - 38 contain N-values for the
four wavelengths used to calculate total ozone. The definition is
N = -100 log I/I0
where I and In are as before. Because of the definition of the U-Value, if an
extraterrestrial value U 0 is defined (values are given in Table 5. G) , the
N-value may be calculated directly as N = U0 - U where U is the corrected
U-value.
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Words 39 - 5  contain twelve photometer (X = 380.0 nm) N-values measured A
simultaneously with the monochromator measurements to monitor scene change.
These are used in the total ozone algorithm to calculate effective reflectivity.
The remaining elements of the array contain results of the total ozone compu-
tation. 'Dotal ozone 92 is computed using a pair of wavelengths, and since
radiances at four wavelengths are available, two independent estimates of the
total ozone can be made. The A wavelength pair is 312.5 nm and 331.2 nm;
the B wavelength pair is 317.5 nm and 339. 8 nin. These correspond to the C
and D Dobson wavelength pairs. The independent A and B total ozone esti-
mates are weighted and averaged to obtain the final recommended total ozone
value. Because the field of view may be either ground or cloud or a combi-
nation, the A and B calculations are carried out assuming that the reflecting
surface is the ground (1. 0 atm. ) and cloud tops (0.4 atm. ). Low reflectivity
is assumed to be ground and high reflectivity is assumed to be cloud in the
combination algorithm.
Word 51 contains the flag for the A pair, one atmosphere total ozone compu-
tation. A flag digit of zero indicates a normal total ozone computation. A flag
code of 1 indicates that the N-value used was below the range of our tables (cor-
responding to total ozone less than 0.200 atm-cm. ). Since total ozone values
lower than this do occur, this represents an artificial limit on our present
algorithm. Similarly, a flag code of 9 indicates that the N--value was above the
range of our tables (corresponding to upper limits on total ozone of 0.300, 0.550,
and 0.650 for low, mid, and high latitude ozones respectively). This flag code
applies to the unit digit normally, but in intermediate latitude zones the 3alcula-
tion is done for both latitude tables and the results are combined. In this case, the
tens digit is as above and applies to the higher latitude computation. The hun-
dreds digit is set to unity if the reflectivity calculated for the 339.8 mono-
chromator channel causes too large a difference in total ozone from that cal-
culated using the .photometer reflectivity. This can occur for physical reasons
such as aerosol induced errors and is a good "indication of a bad ozone value.
Flagged ozone values are not used in the computation of recommended total
ozone.
The reflectivity stored in word 52 is not a true ground reflectivity, but an ef-
fective reflectivity parameter that may be greater than one or less than zero.
Aerosols are not included in the standard table calculation, and their presence
in the troposphere produces an increase in the effective reflectivity. If the
ground is not at sea level, but at a pressure height of 800 mb for instance, a
negative reflectivity will be computed. The total ozone atmosphere-centimeters
for the A pair, computed at 1. 0 in atmosphere is in word 53. Word 54 con-
tains DN/D92, the slope of the N-value versus total ozone curve, This param-
eter is a direct measure of the sensitivity of the ozone measurement.
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Words 55 - 66 contain the same information as the block 51-54 but for the
three other cases; B pair, 1. 0 atm. , A pair, 0.4 atm. , and B pair, 0.4
atm.
The combined reflectivity and total ozone for the A and B pair separately and
as a final recommended weighted average are contained in words 67 - 72. We
emphasize again that this reflectivity is not a true ground reflectivity.
Word 73 is a flag indicating In the tens digit how the two A pair ozone values were
combined and in the units digithow the two B pair ozone values were combined. A
flag of one indicates that the reflectivity was low and the one atmosphere value
was used; a flag of four indicates that the reflectivity was high (presumably
due to cloud cover) and the 0.4 atmosphere value was used. A flag of two
indicates an intermediate case for which a weighted average of the two answers
is used. A flag of three indicates a high latitude, high reflectivity case, which
may occur Because of either snow or cloud cover. In this case a simple
average of the two answers is used.
Words 74 - 80 are spares, filled with -77°s.
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R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
R * 8 EBCDIC
Header File of DTOZ Tape
(A) RECORD I
DESCRIPTION
SATELLITE ID (NIMBUS 4)
EXPERIMENT ID (BUV)
PROGRAM NAME (BUVALL)
DATE OF PROGRAM VERSION (SEP 1977)
VERSION NO. OF PROGRAM (VERSN 07)
UNIQUE,  NO. OF OUTPUT TAPE
DCB OF THE OUTPUT TAPE 4 WORDS
(RECM=FB, LRECL=320, BLK=16000, DEN=1600)
DAY OF WEEK AND DATE OF JOB RUN
(THRU 20 OCT 77) TWO R*8 WORDS
STARTING WEEK NUMBER OF DATA
ENDING WEEK NUMBER OF DATA
CALENDAR YEAR OF DATA (E. G. 70)
ANNOTATION (= 77777777)
(B) RECORD 2
1	 NUMBER OF FILES ON OUTPUT TAPE (-77.)
2	 LOGICAL SEQ. NO. (ALWAYS 2.)
3	 START DAY OF FIRST ORBIT
4	 START TIME OF FIRST ORBIT
5	 LAT. (-90. TO x-90.) OF FIRST ORBIT
G	 LONG. (0 to 360 W) OF FIRST ORBIT






Header Record of DTOZ Tape
4-BYTE
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 LOGICAL SEQUENCE NUMBER (ALWAYS 1. 0) R * 4
2 SPARE (0. 0) R * 4
3-4 UNIQUE NO. OF INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
5-8 DAY AND DATE OF THE JOB RUN R * 8 EBCDIC
TWO R* 8 WORDS (E. G. TUE 1S JAN 77)
9-10 JOB ID '(E. G. ZMRKKALL) R * 8 EBCDIC
11 DAY OF THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST GOOD
SCAN OF THE FIRST ORBIT ON THE OUTPUT
TAPE R*4
12 TIME IN SECS. OF DAY FOR (11) ABOVE R* 4
13 LAT. (-90 TO +90° 0) AT (11) ABOVE R * 4
14 LONG. (0 TO 360-W) AT (11) ABOVE R * 4
15 WEEK NO. OF THE START OF THE ORBIT R * 4
16 ORBIT NO. R*4
17-18 PROGRAM NAME (BUVALL) R* 8 EBCDIC
19-20 VERSION DATE (SEP 77) R * 8 EBCDIC
21-22 VERSION NO. (E. G. VERSN 07) R * 8 EBCDIC
23 0, PHOTOMETER R * 4
24 0, MONOCiROMATOR R* 4
25-'26 DATE OF JOB RUN (E. G. 77-018) R* S EBCDIC






Data Record of DTOZ Tape
(80 R*4 [Wards)
WORD	 DESCRIPTION
1	 LOGICAL SEQUENCE NUMBER
2	 ORBIT NUMBER OF THE DATA
3	 DAY AT START OF SCAN
4	 SECONDS OF DAY (UT)
5	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT START OF SCAN
6	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT END OF SCAN
7	 LATITUDE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE)
8	 LONGITUDE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE) (0 - 360 W)
9	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE)
10	 LATITUDE (AVERAGE FOR PROFILE COMPUTATION)
11	 LONGITUDE (AVERAGE FOR PROFILE COMPUTATION)
12	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (AVERAGE FOR PROFILE
COMPUTATION)
13	 RESISTOR FLAG 255. 5--297.5 nm
14	 RESISTOR FLAG 301.9-339.8 nm
15-26	 12 MONOCHROMATOR U-VALUES 255. 5-339. Sum
27-34	 8 MONOCI-IR.OMATOR Q-VALUES 255. 5-305.8 nm
35-38
	 4 MONOCHROMATOR N--VALUES 3x2.5-339.8 nm
39-50	 12 PHOTOMETER N-VALUES	 255.5--339, 8 nnl
51	 FLAG FOR A-PAIR, I. 0 ATM.
52	 REFLECTIVITY FOR A-PAIR, 1. 0 ATM.
53	 TOTAL OZONE FOR A-PAIR, I. 0 ATM.
54	 DN/DSZ FOR A--PAIR, 1. 0 ATM.
55-55,	 SAME AS 51-54 FOR B-PAIR, 1. 0 ATM.
59-62	 SAME AS 51-54 FOR A-PAIR, 0.4 ATM.
63-66	 SAME AS 51--54 FOR B-PAIR, 0.4 ATM.
67	 COMBINED REFLECTIVITY FOR A--PAIR
68	 COMBINED TOTAL OZONE FOR A-PAIR
69	 COMBINED REFLECTIVITY FOR B-PAIR
70	 COMBINED TOTAL OZONE FOR B-PAIR.
71	 RECOMMENDED REFLECTIVITY






Trailer Record of DTOZ Tape
4-BYTE
WORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
1 NEGATIVE OF LOG. SEQ. NO. (= N, WHERE
N-2 = NO. OF SCANS FOR THIS ORBIT) R* 4
2 ORBIT NO. R * 4
3 DAY AT THE END OF THE LAST SCAN OF THE ORBIT R, * 4
4 TIME IN SECS. OF DAY FOR 2 R * 4
5 LAT. (-90. 0 TO +90.0) AT (3) ABOVE R*4
6 LONG. (0 TO 360. 0) AT (3) ABOVE R * 4
7 NO. OF RECORDS (SCANS) READ R * 4
8 NO. OF BUVALL RECORDS (SCANS) WRITTEN R* 4
9--10 UNIQUE NO. OF THE INPUT TAPE R * 8
11 NO, OF TIMES PROCESS CALLED R * 4
12 NO. OF GOOD VALUES RETURNED R * 4
13 NO. OF BAD VALUES RETURNED R* 4
14 NO. OF SCANS REJECTED R* 4
15 NO. SCANS REJECTED FOR LARGE SOLAR
ZENITH ANGLE R * 4
16 NO. SCANS REJECTED FOR BAD U-VALUES R*4
17 NO. LARGE (G. T. 82. 7) SOLAR ZENITH ANGLES R * 4
18 NO. OF TIMES B PAIR FORCED R * 4
19 NO. OF SCANS HAVING BAD OMEGA VALUES
FOR LOW SENSITIVITY R* 4
20 NO. OF SCANS WITH LARGE DIFFERENCE IN
PHOTOMETER AND MONOCHROMATOR
OMEGA VALUES R * 4
21 NO. SCANS BOTH PAIRS COMPLETE R* 4
22 NO. SCANS A ONLY R * 4
23 NO. SCANS B ONLY R * 4
24 NO. SCANS NEITHER COMPLETE R* 4
25 NO. SCANS WITH TABLE SWITCHING R * 4
26 NO. SCANS WITH OUT OF RANGE N--VALUES R* 4





Trailer File of DTOZ Tape
4-BYTE
FORD DESCRIPTION TYPE
I TRAILER FILE IDENTIFIER (ALWAYS -1. 0) R * 4
2 NO. OF FILES ON THE OUTPUT TAPE
(INCLUDING HEADER FILE AND THE
TRAILER FILE) R * 4
3 DAY AT THE END OF THE LAST SCAN
OF THE LAST ORBIT ON TAPE R * 4
4 TIME IN SECS OF DAY FOR (3) ABOVE R * 4
5 LAT. (--90. 0 TO + 90. 0) AT (4) ABOVE R * 4
6 LONG. (0. 0 TO 360. 0 W) AT
(4) ABOVE R * 4
7 NO. OF U-TAPE FILES READ R * 4
8 SPARE (= 0. 0) R * 4
9-10 UNIQUE NO. OF THE FIRST INPUT TAPE R* 8 EBCDIC
11--12 UNIQUE NO. OF THE SECOND INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
I3-(MINI-2) UNIQUE NO. OF THIRD - LAST INPUT TAPE R * 8 EBCDIC
(MM-I)-MM = LAST, INDICATING THAT THERE ARE
NO MORE INPUT TAPES R * 8 EBCDIC










Extraterrestrial Solar Flux in Resolutions Unitsl
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G. COMPRESSED TOTAL OZONE
The Compressed Total Ozone (CTOZ) tape contains one year of total ozone values
calculated from backscattered ultraviolet radiances measured by the BUV mono--
chromator on the Nimbus-4 satellite. The instrument made one complete scan
over 12 wavelengths every 32 seconds; 300, 000 scans have been processed from
the first year of operation. The data on the tape is in 14 files, one for each four
weep
 period with each file containing about 20, 000 scans. The tape was made
from the Detailed Total Ozone tapes, selecting only information which would be
required by a user needing only total ozone information.
Each scan is recorded as a 20 word array in the format given in Table G. 1.
('There are no header or trailer files or records on this tape.) The first eight
•	 words of the array uniquely identify the scan. Orbit number refers to the num-
ber of orbital revolutions since launch at the start of the orbit. The logical
sequence number defines scan order within a data file on the DTOZ tape.
The time the scan was made is given as year, day, and seconds. Day is the
sequential day number within the year (day 1 being Jan 1); seconds of the day
for the scan are given in universal time. Individual scans may be missing
either because there was an on-board calibration sequence, or because of
poor quality of transmitted data. The latitude and longitude given are for
the subsatellite point at the midpoint of the sequence of four radiance measure-
ments needed to infer total ozone (the subsatellite point moves about . 70
during the measurement). Latitude is positive in the northern hemisphere,
negative in the southern. An unusual convention was used for the longitude,
which is 0° to 36 0° unereasing WESTWARD from Greenwich.
The solar zenith angle is also defined at the midpoint of the measurement
sequence. Total ozone was calculated for solar zenith angles from 0 (stun
overhead) to 82. 70 (sun 7. 30 above the horizon).
The monochromator N-values for radiance measurements at 312.5nni,
317. 5nm, 331.2nm, and 339. 8nin (1nm being 10 -8 m) are defined according
to the Dobson convention:
N = -100 log (IA
where I is the backscattered radiance from the atmosphere, and 1. is the
extraterrestrial solar radiance. The photometer N-values were measured
by a filter photometer centered at 380.Onm simultaneously with the mono-




Total. ozone is calculated by differencing monochromator N-values at pairs of
wavelengths. N3t2.s - N33t.z is the A wavelength pair; N317.s - N339.s is the B
wavelength pair. Total ozone is calculated independently for the A and B pair
and the results are available in the data set. Also, the A and B pair results
are combined using a weighting function depending on relative sensitivity and
expected penetration through the atmosphere to produce the recommended total
ozone value. Total ozone is given in units of atmosphere-centimeters. If
for some reason a total ozone value could not be calculated, a value of -999.
was entered. If either the A or B pair ozone values individually could not be
returned, the recommended total ozone was entered as the negative of itself.
(-0.353). The range of total ozone values determined from the experiment
is between 0.200 atm-cm and 0. 650 atm--cm. USERS SHOULD BE CAREFUL
TO TEST THE RECOMMENDED TOTAL OZONE TO SEE IF IT IS POSITIVE.
We have included the reflectivity in this array, but the user should be cautioned
that this is NOT a true ground reflectivity; rather, it is an effective albedo
parameter which includes and compensates for several effects, including
aerosols and incorrect surface pressure. About 6000 scans of negative
reflectivity have been removed from this data set. Negative reflectivity is
returned when the reflecting surface is at significantly less than 1000nib
pressure, leading to errors in the total ozone. It is planned to reprocess
these scans and add them to the data set.
Table 6. 1 describes the format of the CTOZ tape record while Table 6.2
gives a brief outline of the contents of each file of the tape.
Appendix A gives a sample program in Fortran, to read the CTOZ tape on
the IBM 360 computer using a Fortran Input/Output (FTIO) package. If the
user does not have access to the FTIO package, the data can be read with a.
Fortran read format for an array of length of 20 words and file positioning








Data Record of CTOZ Tape
2 0 (R*4)




5	 SECONDS OF DAY (UT)
6.	 *LATITUDE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE)
7	 **LONGITUDE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE)
8	 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (AVERAGE FOR TOTAL OZONE)




17	 A PAIR TOTAL OZONE
18	 B PAIR TOTAL OZONE
19	 RECOMMENDED REFLECTIVITY
20	 RECOMMENDED TOTAL OZONE
The tape specifications of a Compressed Total Ozone tape are:
RECFM = FB, LRECL = 80 bytes, BLKSIZE = 8000 bytes
9 TRACK IBM 360 NL TAPE WRITTEN WITH 1600 BPI.
*Latitude is x-90 to -900







































































7. DAILY ZONAL MEANS
The Daily Zonal Means (DZM) tape contains the average and the standard devia-
tion for the total ozone in specified latitude zones for an entire year. Averages
and standard deviation for ozone at various pressure levels may also be available
on the DZM when the profile information becomes available on the tape input to
the DZM program.
The tape data are generated from the compressed total ozone (GTOZ) tape. Daily
spatial statistical analyses are performed in geodetic coordinates. (Geodetic
"	 coordinates are indicated by -1 in the first word of the data array; geomagnetic
values, not archived currently, would be indicated by +1.)
The standard deviation of the mean is computed using the following expression
F / N -N Xi `Q 	 ii-tN-i
where Xi
 is the value of the total ozone at the i th data point within a latitude
zone containing N data points, Any data more than 3 o away from the average
value is thrown out and the average and standard deviation recomputed. This
filtering process is repeated three times before the data are stored on the DZM
tape.
The latitude zones are defined to be 10 0
 wide such that there are 17 latitude zones
centered at -8011 , -700 , -60 11, . . . , 600, 700, and 800. Hence there are 17
logical records for each day, one for each latitude zone. Whenever data are un-
available for a latitude zone, the average and standard deviation values corres-
ponding to this zone are filled with -777. s.
`r
4
The format of the DZM tape is shown in Table 7.1. The first word of each data
record has the coordinate system indicator. The second word contains the se-
quential day number within a year, January 1 being day 1. The number of points
in the latitude zone is the number remaining after bad data points hF-ve been
`	 filtered out. The fourth word contains the pressure level in millibars, which is
1000. for total ozone.
The fifth word has the mid--point of the latitude zone (e.g. -80°, --70 0, etc). The
sixth and seventh words contain the average value of the total ozone and the cor-
responding standard deviation. Words 8 and 9 contain the same quantities as
words 6 and 7 for ozone partial pressure. Word 10 contains the mixing ratio
for the ozone. These last three words are computed from the high level ozone
distribution if available on the input tape.
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The daily zonal means in atm-cm have been plotted for the first year's data for
all the latitude zones. Figure 3 gives one such plot for the latitude zone centered
at 50°N from first year's data. These plots are archived in the NSSDC.
A sample program which reads and prints out the contents of a DZM tape is
given in Appendix B.
Table 7. I




= x GEOMAGNETIC COORD.
=-I GEODETIC COORD. I* 4
2 JULIAN DAY FOR WHICH MEANS ARE COMPUTED I* 4
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE LATITUDE ZONE I* 4
4 PRESSURE LEVEL IN mb R*4
5 MID-PT OF LATITUDE ZONE R * 4
6 AVERAGE TOTAL OZONE FOR THE LATITUDE
ZONE R*4
7 STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORD (6) R * 4
8 AVERAGE OZONE — PARTIAL PRESSURE FOR
THE LATITUDE ZONE R * 4
9 STANDARD DEVIATION OF WORD (8) R * 4





Daily Zonal Means for First Year at Latitude 50° N {1
8. COMPARISON OP DATA WITH GROUND STATIONS
The quality of the Nimbus 4 total, ozone data is best verified by comparing the
satellite data with ground data. Values of total ozone computed from the satellite
data are compared with total ozone values computed from measurements of
transmitted sunlight during satellite overpasses of groru-id stations. The World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in cooperation with the Canadian Meteoro-
logical society collects data from approximately 66 Dobson stations and 16
Russian M83 stations (the exact number of stations changes from year to year).
Total ozone varies seasonally with the changing solar flux and latitudinally be-
cause of production and transport mechanisms and also varies spatially and
temporally with the dynamics of the atmosphere. Consequently, satellite and
ground station data must be coincident for meaningful comparison. The BUV
instrument field of view is two degrees of are on the Earth's surface, so a
coincidence is defined as a ground station - sub-satellite point separation of 20
or less. This corresponds to approximately 200 km on the ground. Nimbus-4
is in a noon orbit, which means that the time at the subsateUite i,oint is ap-
proximately at local noon. Since Dobson station readings are also normally
made within a couple of hours of local noon, we require only that ground meas-
urement be made on the same day as the satellite overpass. Test runs with
more restrictive coincidence limits did not significantly improve the correla-
tion.
The ground station measurements of total ozone are not all of the same accuracy.
The observation code is a two digit number in which the first digit indicates the
instrument wavelengths used and the second digit indicates the atmospheric con-
ditions (clear, cloudy, etc.) at the time of observation. The highest quality
Dobson ozone measurements are indicated by a 00 code, the first 0 indicating
that the Dobson A and D wavelength pairs were used, the second 0 indicating that
a clear sly direct sun observation was made. The Dobson A pair, at 305.5 and
325.4nm, is defined differently from the Nimbus--4 A pair; the Dobson D pair
is at 317.6 nm and 33 9. 8 nm.
Table 8.1 gives average ozone values and correlation for Nimbus-Dobson
station overpasses within 2 0
 for 00 Dobson observation codes for the first year
of operation (April 1970 to April 1971) averaged by month and for the entire
year. The correlation coefficient for the entire year is 0. 938, but varies
month by month with the average total ozone. When there are few observations of
of high total ozone, the correlation coefficient appears worse because the data
"clusters" in a narrow ozone range even though the uncertainty in individual
measurements is no worse. The "bias, 11 the difference between the average ozone
Table 8.1
Dobson Stations, 00 Code, 2 11 Separation
Month N 92N4 g2DOB 2noB - SAN4
Corr.
Coeff.
April, 1970 103 362.5 364.8 2.3 .963
May i93 358.9 361.9 3.0 .941
June 196 342.0 350.2 8.2 .803
July 172 325.7 330.2 4.5 .824
August 184 309.7 320.1 10.4 .798
September 156 293.4 299.7 6.3 .792
October 148 287.6 294.6 7.0 .883
November 151 288.4 293.5 5.1 .942
December 137 262.2 300.7 4.5 .902
January, 1971 84 315.8 314.3 -1.5 .911
February 80 335.0 336.5 1.5 .957
March 104 358.8 364.5 5.7 .973
April 92 340.2 348.4 8.2 .953
4/70-4/71 1800 322.9 328.4 5.4 .938
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as determined by Nimbus and as determined by the Dobson network is also
provided. For the first year, the Nimbus average total ozone was 5.4 Dobson
units (1.6 percent) less than the Dobson average total ozone.
Table 8 . 2 presents the same statistical results as Table 8.1 but for the Russian
M83 network instead of the Dobson network. The M83 instrument is a filter
photometer instrument instead of a double monochromator. The broad bandpass
of a filter introduces solar zenith angle dependent bandpass errors which are
difficult to correct.
Figures 4 and 5 are scatter diagrams for the first year of coincident data for the
Dobson network and for the M83 network respectively. The measured Nimbus
total ozone is plotted against the measured ground station total ozone for each
coincidence. If the ground and satellite instruments were perfectly correlated
the data would fall along a straight line passing through the origin with a slope of
unity; the actual slope obtained from a linear fit is . 932 due to residual bias
between the instruments and random error.
The biggest advantage enjoyed by a satellite sensor over a ground based instru-
ment network is that a single instrument can give continuous world-wide cover-
age. A network of ground based instruments will provide very non--uniform
coverage and is prone to biases introduced by improper calibration or operation
of individual instruments. Efforts have been made recently to carefully inter-
calibrate instruments in the Dobson network, but Table 8. 3 indicates that during
the first year of satellite operation not all stations were equally well calibrated.
Table 8 . 3 presents statistical data for one year of 00 code 2° coincidences. There
is a very wide range in the average bias between Nimbus and individual station
average total ozone, too large to be explained as random error. The correlation
coefficient must be interpreted carefully since high latitude stations, which ob-
serve a wide range of ozone values, will appear to be better correlated than low
latitude stations. But Mauna Loa (station 31) shows that a well calibrated low
latitude Dobson station will correlate with Nimbus to better than 0.9. The
Nimbus data might be calibrated against several acknowledged standard Dobson
stations such as Arosa, Toronto, or Boulder, and used as a transfer standard
for i-ntercalibrating the remaining stations of the network.
We would conclude that a correlation coefficient of 0.94 shows the validity of the
Nimbus -B•[TV total ozone data. The accuracy of an individual measurement
appears to be almost as good as an ozone measurement by a Dobson instrument.















Non-Dobson Stations, All Codes, 2 0 Separation
Month N &2N4 nDOB 62DOB - 62N4
Corr.
Coeff.
April, 1970 89 427.2 435.9 8.7 1590
May 147 378.7 375.9 -2.8 .586
June 134 358.6 358.4 --0.2 .266
July 154 333.1 327.1 -6.0 .378
August 135 310.7 306.8 -3.9 .283
September 122 303.2 321.1 17.9 .618
October 107 290.8 329.3 38.5 .451
November 85 320.7 341.6 20.9 .547
December 37 334.8 329.2 -5.6 .561
January, 1 ,371 36 341.4 371.1 29.7 .591
February 64 393.8 434.8 41.0 .237
March 95 430.0 433.4 3.4 .525
April 90 415.8 424.6 8.8 .737
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Table 8.3
BUV Dobson Comparison -- by Station, 00 Code, 2 0 Separation
April 1970 - April 1971
North American Stations
Station Na. of CorrelationLatitude Longitude E2N SEo S2 N - S2D aDif.Obs. CoefficientID Name
124 Cerrillo 19 29N 99 43W 4
31 Mauna Loa Obs. 19 32N 155 35W 45 266.46 278.75 --12.30 .920 8.14
79 Tallahassee 30 26N 84 20W 0
155 White Sands 32 14N 106 27W 0
106 Nashville 36 15N 86 34W 39 300.83 330.95 -30.11 .688 27.38
107 Wallops Island 37 51N 75 29W 35 312.39 332.63 -20.24 .868 18.89
67 Boulder 40 01N 105 15W 36 314.92 325.91 -10.99 .921 16.10
104 Bedford 42 27N 71 16W 27 336.04 354.59 --18.55 .962 13.49
65 Toronto 43 43N 79 14W 19 349.32 357.84 -8.52 .958 10.09
22 Green Bay 44 29N 88 08W 49 348.91 377.34 --28.41 .967 12.50
19 Bismarck 46 46N 100 45W 39 357.60 367.28 -11.68 .913 21.58
20 Cariboo 46 52N 68 01W 24 339.95 353.50 -13.55 .886 18.09
76 Goose 53 19N 60 23W7 334.46 349.14 --14.68 .982 7.90
21 Ed. Stony Plain 53 33N 114 06W 22 371.55 364.18 7.37 .961 17.43
77 Churchill 58 45N ^ ^ 04W 21 373.68 375.38 -1.70 .962 14.45
105 Fairbanks 64 49N 1-17 52W 32 378.32 391.25 -12.93 .922 23.91
199 Barrow, Alaska 71 12N 156 22W 0






Station No. of CorrelationLatitude Longitude Obs. SLN RD StN - RD Coefficient 6Dif.ID Name
158 Casablanca 33 34N 7 40W 5 317.14 319.20 -2.06 .977 10.47
45 Messina 38 12N 15 33E 51 332.63 348.74 -16.11 .910 12.81
82 Lisbon 38 46N 9 08W 41 327.90 308.80 19.10 .933 15.12
38 Cagliari-Elmas 39 15N 9 03E 12 329.72 339.08 -9.36 .982 9.35
47 Naples 40 51N 14 15E 18 310.87 289.39 21.48 .657 26.21
55 Vigna DiVaile 42 05N 12 13E 74 337.93 343.42 -5.49 .972 10.83
70 Mont-Louis 42 30N 2 07E 81 336.49 345.05 -8.56 .959 13.78
35 Arosa 46 46N 9 40E 74 339.00 338.97 0.03 .964 11.71
100 Budapest-Lorine 47 26N 19 11E 61 331.70 319.69 12.02 .924 17.36
99 Hohenpeissenberg 47 48N 11 OIE 57 340.59 343.87 -3.29 .976 12.42
96 Hrudec Kralove 50 11N 15 50E 70 361.05 354.74 6.31 .982 11.32
53 Uccle 50 48N 4 21E 0
68 Belsk 50 50N 20 47E 28 331.02 333.68 -2.66 .904 17.32
102 Bracknell 51 25N 00 45E 9 339.66 346.67 -7.00 .940 16.63
48 Oxford 5145N 111W 43 345.05 373.72 -28.67 .954 15.28
50 Potsdam 52 23N 13 03E 43 336.81 337.18 -0.37 .958 12.85
34 Aarhus 56 ION 1013E 11 345.60 365.18 -19.58 .957 7.17
43 Lerwick 60 08N 1 11W 29 364.06 374.76 -10.70 .963 12.58
51 Regkjavik 64 08N 21 54W 6 350.97 357.00 -6.03 .235 43.99





Station No. of CorrelationLatitude Longitude Obs. S2N S2 RN - SZD Coefficient aDif.TD Name
8 Kodaikanal 10 14N 77 2SE 8 253.25 270.87 -17.63 .778 10.56
187 Poona 1S 30N 73 30E 0
75 Dum Dum 22 39N 88 27E 34 259.77 269.20 --9.44 .723 15.65
9 Mount Abu 24 36N 72 43E 40 272.00 264.72 7.27 .916 8.50
74 Varanasi 25 27N 82 52E 25 261.03 280.88 -19.85 .908 8.37
10 New Delhi 28 38N 77 13E 41 277.80 270.66 7.14 .619 18.82
11 Quetta 30 11N 66 57E 30 291.95 285.93 6.02 .823 10.43
7 Kagoshima 31 38N 130 36E 21 275.49 287.47 -13.99 .951 10.33
13 Srinagar 34 05N 74 50E 50 290.50 287.42 3.09 .779 14.35
14 Tateno 36 03N 140 08E 20 305.94 315.10 -9.16 .925 15.07
12 Sapporo 43 03N 141 20E 19 378.34 377.31 1.02 .946 14.13
Northern Hemisphere - Low Latitudes
8 Kodaikanal 10 14N 77 2SE 8 253.25 270.87 -17.63 .778 10.56
187 Poona 18 30N 73 30E 0
124 Cerrillo 19 29N 99 43W 4
31 Mauna Loa abs. 19 32N 155 35W 45 266.46 278.75 -12.30 .920 8.14
75 Dum Dum 22 39N 88,27E 34 259.77 269.20 --9.44 .723 15.65
9 Mount Abu 24 36N 72 43E 40 272.00 264.72 7.27 .916 8.50





Station No. of CorrelationLatitude Longitude Cbs. S^^ SZn ^N - ^p Coefficient ffDi£.ID Name
80 Gan * Maldives 0041S 73 09E 39 246.20 268.38 -22.18 .637 9.92
110 Huancoyo 12 03S 75 19W 64 248.95 268.65 -19.70 .427 10.80
84 Darwin 12 28S 130 50E 16 255.92 274.31 -18.39 .837 8.00
71 Pretoria 25 45S 28 14E 13 277.27 253.54 23.73 .711 10.89
27 Brisbane 27 28S 153 02E 26 286.73 301.42 -14.69 .687 13.67
159 Perth 31 57S 115 51E 31 307. 56 306 .45 1.11 . 929 10.53
91 Buenos Aires 3435S 58 29W 22 297.57 290.91 6.67 .945 8.67
26 Aspendale 38 02S 145 06E 38 316.76 312.34 4.41 .784 23.94
32 Wellington 41 17S 174 46E 0
92 Hobart 42 53S 147 20E 26 353.39 346.77 6.63 .959 13.56
180 Invercargill 46 25S 168 1.9E 26 340.45 336.00 4.46 .941 17.82
29 Macquarie Is. 5429S 158 58E 23 363.76 356.08 7.63 .980 14.47
101 Syowa 69 OOS 39 35E 39 343.81 325.25 18.64 .908 16.56
11.1 Amundsen-Scott 89 59S 24 48W 0
r
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM TO READ COMPRESSED TOTAL OZONE TAPE
A sample program demonstrating the reading of the compressed total ozone
tape on the GSFC IBM 360-91 is given here.
The program reads a data card specifying the first and last files to be read
and processed. Using the subroutines MOUNT, POSN, and TREAD, which
are part of the FT10 package ("FT10 -Fortran 1/0 Package", Computer
Sciences Corporation, contract No. NAS-5-11999, 1976) available on the
system, the tape is mounted on unit 11, positioned to the specified files and
each scan is read. The 20 words associated with each scan are contained
in the array COM1N (see Table 6. 1). A criteria is imposed to determine if
the scan should be printed; in this example, the 100th scan of each file is
printed. The WRITE statement prints out words 4-8, that is, the clay, seconds
of the day, latitude and longitude (0 to 3600
 positive in the westward direc-
tion) and words 17 through 21, that is, the total ozone fl A derived from the
A pair, the total ozone 11 n derived from the B pair, the effective reflectivity
and the recommended total ozone 1j derived by combining !ft A and fl B .
Sample Program to read a CTOZ tape and print out








LEVLL	 GI.c (CEC.	 7,:)	 L:./:auu	 FL• f4TkAN fi	 DATE	 78.O	 1C.52s15
CLOPILL-K Li; 110 -- - 1, A:1C=
	 0AIA,uPT=J2,LllNLCNT=t,t,SI2E=OCOOK.
SCUkGc.CLCJIC,NJL151, NUucLK rLUAe^,MAF.NpFDI7+1J.Xf24r
L#441 t	 Pf:LGFAN TC





	 Uvl,'uT FCrn LVERY FILE OF TAe•LC
ISh	 ^JOc U1++r:hSICN CCMIMeC)
I_:A,	 c-	 IAI:EIN





ISA J7O, F4PI:I,•.I;CO)	 hccvin,fvC.ND
1SN	 U b C .	 V N I t I .	 e—	 L1	 , N d '.L
Cf eu xts	 F	 7'[ c'CC	 r • hr	 L:,^T	 TI dL
1Sh	 jOJ7 1:L	 a30
	 IFILL=h1uC,;1f.,rYErw
Ish 033E
I-	 9 dz r3
lr (IIILL.NL.Nffc.,lh)
	 CALL	 Fi a{V(i.1c.1FILE)
Yrr } Tt (c-r:= E 9'}	 I,	 E l	 !F: if==i f'	 r s
ISN	 ,011 ssf I7r[c.?.1^")
ISh	 D311 I=C
Sn
ISN	 0,,	 1 ,4
rtiA
	
:to r CALL	 F1:EAC(CCN1	 1c,Lf<Nfi,Lt4C	 1y5.)7+,
1Sh JJIG IF(I,
 LO, I)	 s• kITL	 L^rv11N(J).J=a+ fl ) ,000NIN(J).J-17.cJ)
ISN OOld GC	 TC	 130
ISN JOeu 0iITL(E,26y!
I5h 0021 li-	 T4	 11'12





	 rr h7 1 Nl i





', q	 Y	 tip*A415Ax	 na AYS ASt Y'?^rt C
15I6 ]JeT 1C:^3 FCFf+AT(,:IL1
It C: + . (4,!,J}.o.)(41%' ),/1
IS& JadS e1.)I I 'Lf-MAT[//.[:•'L'AY'.1%-.'JL(--
	 Ilut'LAT	 T22,41-0 NG.4.1.d3,'LAIo_




 1, .. =?111
 rCl:'+ai11-t.0.ie
	 .at7.1,i-7.a.I4v,+F1...33I (*:	 1:81111 r.:_ ]	 ^;l Ahl
	 'o	 I ,I	 Till	 of LN;z
tin )J32 e+i.1J
11	 R)•	,!	 (1l	 h, A.	 l3
rLSC41 
	 X+ r ------- J-5 LQMeLLTc0 SJGLLSSFJLLY - ----r)
ISN I 	 --- c`+,y rLf. . A AT	 A* ON' 4	 fAer hL)%O	 -r.r.ur.+
	
htnu	 WE XT	 SCAN	 *i,*.r,*I)
t.
11	 F t F t: N	 AA GE 002
N ULI-
	 1 'v T L 0 1 N A L	 I , I TL L 7 NaJlc-, S
i J I .
	 .:I,:	 j 0 1 i.	 3
i t	 i
- E."El )" 1 4
N c AL)
L Iv L -,a
F[7. A j
F a L L or:
.M C L. 14 T c
F A t- L^ I o. 0- 34	 131 0
1.
*r IJ R T K A 14	 C k	 5	 xEFLRENL=	 L L.ST ING*****	 PAGE 003
j )Ij
cc p3i c 3 1 ;)ej
/ mAIN / S1-L .iF aKuukAM 000444 IIZXACECIMAL BYTES PAu^G 004
AAA	 IA..	 Ivd+	 A.)	 .
--
AA 4-	 fA^i	 CYNL
_ 1 4,
/iJJ. NA.AL TA"	 TYPE	 ADO.	 NAME	 TAG
- &F—i7A	 90g6c-	 FiriNg( TYPE	 ADD.Z*Q	 00011-0i	 ui	 i 14




FR—^A.> ^t	 AF	 h44	 0C0coo	 [FILE SFA 1*4	 000214








Ak:GR	 LAdE--L	 ADLR	 LABEL	 ADAR	 LABEL	 AGDR	 PACE 005
IOJ C^C^.+	 15y 00038C	 209 0003D%	 30C 00C3F0
*CFTILNS IN r-FF FLCT4	 SOURCE rEESCEIC. NULL ST.NDULLK.LUAJ. MAP sNDEUITsID.AntF=
*S7ATISTICS*	 SOURCE STATEMENTS =	 d3 .PRUt.RAM SILL = 	 1052


















IEF142I	 SIEF	 ,AS I-XECLTLD - CCNC CCOE J000
T FFJd^I	 ^Y'1	 FrGTH KFVT QQ,I	 AMF--ST -PI CH `7^ FXCPc
IEFL85I
	 VCL SER NCS= M25Y56.
IEF2h51
	 SY57873Z.T104SCZ RVOOC.LMRKKACU.(J8Jl4C7V
tEiEdSfi	 YEk	 `^R lLES^	 I+ r56R".	 -
PASSED UONAME=SYSLLN 1 EXCPS
IEF;_dbI	 51578008 .7194y0i• SV000 . ZNRKKACJ,FtOpD00}1 SYSGUT OOIV0.Mt=5YSPL3LNT 2 EXCPS
IEFt851	 VCL SCR NCS= MGSCR3.
•	 • L G=SEF2t'51	 VCL SER NU. = PaSCR5.
^Fa R ail	 C; ^7p'In: TI R4Gr^ tlVQTIr
	 71.Tfi KK Al1T RAAT1G nn (lrl t-TFn 004AM -&Y
	
,Tl 0 FXCoS




	 S YS7E003.T104SC3.RV000.ZMRKK ACU.LiJ0000U4
-^-+-E('eebi	 V6r--=Ei2 iLE5 n I+- SERI
JELETEO oovA,at=sv 5l1 T 2 3 EXCPS
IEF28U1
	 SIS78092.T1C4SG3.RVC04.ZMRKKACU,S000OOOb SYSIN DDNAME=SYSIN
-	 -
4 EXCPS
IEFGBSl	 VCL SER NUb= M2SCR1.
4	 54	 C.	 •	 CUB
X FGBSl	 YCL SE-H^NOS= M2SCR1.TFFs74I
	
STFF e-OURCF
	 /	 .	 - 1.
C =
JEF3741 STEF /50URCE:	 / STOP
	
7EO03.105e' CPU
	 OMIN 00.4USEC MAIN 248K LCS	 OK
- STEP 01 -	 RETURN CCDE = OCOC
_	 1 -.	 ,. i 	 ccc.
_ 	 to





^- SURCHARGE _=( CAIVES ALCC =0901TAPE MOUNTS=000,COK1==000,PAPER=000.PRIORITY = 00J00)5ECS. TOTAL STP TIME=
	 . IO HINS.	 -
// EXdC LINKCC.REGICN.GO=1COKsC4T=8
-	 =	 a.	 r	 =	 f =	 q , tl
xx	 TERNCUT=A





I TNKCC *	 .7n000110
XX PARN=I MAP.LIST,SIZE =( 12EK , I29),71- RM I OUOJilO60 T
XXLOACLIE OD'J5h=6LIB 4 OiSP=5!-R




d EL	 8	 0	 l=B A61A B Yd $
XXNE*LINCJ OUMIdY 000000bp
XXaYSLLU CU t;5N = SY31.DUVlVYfUISF=6HF. 000000b0
XX DO	 C5N=SY5l.FCRTLIO.6ISF=SHF 00000Uti0
_XX	 00	 F:SA=SY.,-.Ft-GTl lT?.OISF =UHF 00006090
XX JJ	 LSh=5YSI.PLLLIE,DISP=Sl • A J00DOLOO




%X^YSLNCI: 00 USN=66LUCMCO(6SFC]fJ15P=(NEW.PAS5)sULVII=2314. JJ0001JO
XX SPACE=l6144,(t;NdLK,2(.'91)...FLJNC) 00000140
C G.7.	 -	 f	 /	 .	 , ,
XXSYSPF.INT UU SY;iGLT=6OLT.LNIT=(2ZI49SEP=SYSLMDil].






z(= f 	 drek	 Tx /ti
XXSYSLTL	 CD UNIT=(2 - 14,SCP=(SYEL:40L,SYSPRINT)). 00000180
XX aPACE=(CI44.(6NEEK,20,1)os,FOUhr.) ,70000190
-	 t=	 4	 .	 .	 ,	 f f fl u
XXTAPELIE DU UUMMY.DISP=(CLJ,KE[P),UNIT=(lt0u.,L)EFER],LABEL=(I	 BLP), GaJ00200
XX	 t3C	 atRFCFN=F 4.1 REC =PC. Ft-K4Ies'=3P_U t I GO	 00" 10O d XXSYSLIN GU DSN = EC_JMDD,CI_P=(CLJ.JELtTE]fDCt RLCFM=FB 00000220
AX DD CCNANE=CWJECT





0 4^] IEF2371 332	 ALLGCATcG TC SYEL(8O
rrlN vF
c	 P L L L CXrF0-rG--
IEF2371 240	 PLLLCATtr:	 TO
IFFPA71	 3AE	 A^ 1 LIBTf_L'	 11-1
iEF237I 330	 ALLCCATFl) TO
I1:F2371 33E	 ALLCCATtO TG
22 5 	 ArL=UEA;hB -TB aYs6!'B9	 -	 -	 -#EF237I -
►►yy IEF2371 21Z	 ALLCCATEU	 TO SYSPIINT
IEF2371 23z	 ALLECATtG	 10 SY`TEMNLL..
	 L^ -TEF e,
LEI-2371	 Lj2	 ALLGCATtU	 7C 3Y SL IN
s
F128-LEVEL LLNAGEG EDiTCF CPIIGAS.SFEC1FiEU i/APsL15 r SIZE=1128K.1'eK1.TERe




'J.W Lt+C.4TICt4 NAME	 ynr I I. t 1^-F	 LnraT fj:.N fJSY E 	 LLL.T1abl
kAIN 00 444
FRE ADB b A 0 FWRI T 764 REWIND 9r,A LEAVE A4E
































THil 4991 ACJSWICH 4034




I HCUGPT J 213
1HCERHM 6660 SC4
+ _ FARMflN A860 iNCFARF t	 X7,1
IHCUATBL • EC38 6'8
IHCETRCH* 727C 2EE




lGT 4L. LEKG lw
GC
2568
O*t*GSFC CLES NOT EXIST ELI HAS BEEN ADDED TL DATA SET
: '^Jlakv+ ^- vPA#esiil^7e ".•
	^,-o,	 bwA^,	 ,.^.	 .
r
I	 r
1Ef14RI - 51F IIAS EXECUTED - CCNG CLUE 0000
IFF7AS1	 I: VC'J _I 11 d f1,C TF	 I[FO 7' 	- f](7n6YE= _^]AJI-Id C FXCPS
LEF285L	 VCL DER NOS= K31TLO.
JEF285I	 EVSI.OUMMY	 KEPT DONAML=SYSLIB -1	 0 EXCPS
`IEF2851	 LVS1.DUMMY	 KLPT DDVAML=SYSL(U -2	 0 EXCPS
IEF2851	 VCL SER NOS= M2`Y55.
JEF285I
	 VCL SEa; NUS= K21TL0.






IEF28SI	 VGL SEA NOS= M25YS2.




KEPT DONAML-=SY:.Lid -6	 C EXCPS
JEF28S1	 NCL SER.NOS= 92SYS2.
.
JEF285I	 VCL 5ER ` NUS- McSCRS.
c=
IEF2851	 VCL SEP NUN M25CRb.
IEF28E1	 SVS7C'OOa.T1C49C3.SVCOC.IMFKKACU.R0000007 	 SYSGUT DONAME=SYSTEkM I EXCPS
IEF2851
	 EvS78OO2.TLC4LC3.RV000.ZMF+KKACD.ROODOOOb 	 DLLtTED DDNAMc=:,Y3UT1 It EXCPS
1EF285I	 VCL SLR NUS= M25CR3.
IEF2851	 VCL SER ` hCS=	 M25CR5.
--.—I , E3-7-t(	 STE-F 1LIhx	 f	 5TAF3T	 7F(IC3^lf]F^
-	 _
4EF3741	 SY6F /LINK	 / SIOP	 7E003.10^^ CPU	 OM1N 00.24SEC	 MAIN 130K L^5	 OK
-	 STEP 02 -	 RCTURN CODE = 0000 STEM	
TJMc
	 = .14 MIN5=(CPL=	 .00,10=	 .14)





rFFf^c _,[	 Last r'ruYlrh ,JCL_- 5Y5f•LT=F.GCB=[RECr M=VbA.LkECL=137.BLKSIZL =71051




I*bT^C4.^6t	 6 Cs_ ^ —dI lAGlt-4
KX OCE = (FECFVUA,LALCL = 137,*ELKSIZL=&ULKSIZLJ 000OU290
IEF65-31 SUDSTITUTICh JCL - PCB=(RLCFM=VBA.LRLCL=IJ7.ULKSIZE=72651
—	
. J










JEF2271 2JZ	 ALLCCATEU	 TU FTCSF001
IEF2371 .334ALLCCATED	 TU FTC7F001
IFF2371	 23?	 ALLCCATED	 7O SYSPFI2T
1JdF2371	 211	 ALL OCATLu	 TO SYSPI:INT
LEF237I	 23.^	 ALLCCATED	 TU SYEPFIhT
IEFZ-Jtl	 4130	 ALL CCATEC	 TO	 Fl12FOCI






t-2- 5 170.0 56.65	 0.495	 0, 4" 	 P. 798	 0.4yC
	









INPUT TAPE AYD02	 POSI^^NCU 7U FILE	 z
Cf]
D1.Y	 SEC	 LAT. LCNG.	 2A	 CMLG- A	 UME--B	 k  Ft-	 CM£GA
	
-b)-wvC..:i 4D	 —G ' n	 Qw Lki	 A	 j
PRlhTEC 1 SCAN LUT OF 21841 ILTAL SCANS RLAV
1NPly T TAPE A1,OD2	 POSIIICNED TU FILE	 3





















	DAY	 SEC	 LAT. LONG•	 ZA	 CME -A	 UMEu-b	 KE L	 OM SA
}	 155.	 54=.	 75.3 [57.2 72.44	 0.400	 0.41.	 0.820	 0.411
}	 M GI I GF 2x349 IDIAZ_ SLAbI^
Itltlttti»**1**1*111111###11#1«*I1###1##*####**1*s
INPU7 TAPE ArUDc	 PUSITICNEU TU FILL	 4
s#a#1##s y ls ##sa#*#ss1#### • ## ♦ 	 #
	
CAY	 SEC	 LAT. LCNG.	 ZA	 CIIEG-A	 LMEG-ti	 kEFL	 OMEGAB.3d2	 Fr.xY	 B.6 }JI =_y
PH1hTEC 1 SCAN CU7 OF 227 i4 TOTAL SCANS HEAD
rf rrwr11rl1frlrrfrf rrrrirrrrrrrr»r*=t*#=i##***r*s*
1NPU7 TAPE AYOJ2	 PCSITILNED Tu FILL	 S
1«11111*t1»11*tit# i#1+####+##iii*»###+#11##*###IIs
	
—7C Y	 .7	 L NZ...	 U Lu-
211.	 422_• -62.7	 110.4 E2 .27	 0.411	 G.JOL,	 0.232	 0.305
Ali 1 1 11=L 1 1^nN - 1-:1LF	 '' n 2^ *.:SAL SC A NS I+E,r t=
♦###/ *# si1 *##1******v1#**r«1#Itr#I#:FSiss####***s*s
INPUT TAPe AIIUO2
	
PUSITICNED Tu FILL	 6
	
LAY	 SEC	 LAT. LCP G.	 ZA	 CMcL-A	 LMEIs-E)	 kcFL	 OMEGA
PR1h16C 1 SCAN CUT IF 22815 TOTAL SCANS HLAu
INPUT iAPc ArD02	 PUS[T[ChEJ TL FILE	 7
»#»»11sss1/1#s# ♦ s*s1#++•++.+s++.*+##s»s**r###=s l ss
AY	 :, C	 LAT. LENG.	 ZA	 L Aocu- A	 L LU-.
2b7.ILtl34. -77.0 2JC.9 E1 .99	 %_14u	 O..;L7	 C.&08	 0.JeI
^a L w TEL 1 ^^^t T_i.T nF 75?lo MIA,	 caws K. A1.
♦####♦1 *t{1111/It*###Ii#t#t11{###il#it#i***#*##*##
1N0UT TAPE A ►J02	 PCSITILNED TJ FILL	 8
	CAY	 :XEC	 LAT. LC 1%G 	 ZA	 LMCG- A	 LMEG-b	 REFL	 OMEGA
6	
94




INPUT TAPE 	 PCSITILNED Tu FILL	 9
•######s1/111111#r»1*11#is411+t1#1#*#tss##*##*###•
	
LAT	 aI.L	 LA  • LLI\V.	 CP	 L.FLu- A	 V.+CV-U	 1'I L+"L	 LMCVA
323•	 547:.	 -).d	 ei,_.7	 ]d•:.0	 J•247	 C	 0
UGlw it	 1 5lf+a C:.T I]F	 "7h0 Ti1T fl tiCANS k. 1.^
4#t1**###{0111#11* s t111*#14111s111*#I/s#I+Ii«##1##
i	 1NPL7 TAYI: ArJJc	 PCSITiCNk:U TU f1LL	 10
•	 •x^iR 'i:k•w_^^r ei: a^ =^ - .alr,;^^.'^^.w ';. r:^^.__`"^->^1-^.^e.^l,S^si.Lk:^^L:.s=n.,.. 	 ::f^c♦Wry+^`"^„^"^„^,^.-t,-'-..------	 -_.	 -- -. .^ n ww ^
a.#iaisara.. i• ..+a.a..as# -#.,#ai#.##. ##ae#ii### #i#a#+.#	 ---	 ---
lNPLT iAf• ^ PrJO^	 PCSLTfCNF:J TU FlLL 11
####.### liiii#iis#..ii## .............#######Ct4.#
5	 I,•	 L —	 1	 — 
1.	 2JIEE.	 -71.1	 Ild.,	 c2.14	 0..194 	 0. lob	 u.OJ0
PR I N IF1'. 1 iC ,ku CI.T I F	 ;, 1t )4 i -TPI SCANS kt Ail
i###ii##ii##I.#• ♦ i#Aiii ♦## ii#ii1#ii11####ii####.#•
LN PI,i TAPC Pr J"
	
POST ILCNEO TJ FLLL:	 12
DAY	 SEC	 LAT. LC Ni 	 2A	 LNtU- A	 LML(.-13	 REFL	 CMEGA
ems,.—i$!-^^K^A ^E-r^^7b .&'_ 	A.d23	 .30	 -a wok
r'kI in 1 SCAN CUT OF I % TJTAL SCANS HLAJ
##### nisi##i#ii1#+iiii11	 iii###Tit#i##+#i#isii## 	 _-_






t7.	 Ilee.	 -ef0.J	 E%.	 rl.`.il	 0 .301	 VO.30U	 0.c55	 u..i0u
YNINIi	 1 fCAN CA-T CF	 170g^, I•IJAI -.CANS kt AJ
I.
:1 # # i # Y # i i ... i + i .. # # i .. # i # # + . i i # . i . + . ♦ i t . 4 # # i i # # ! # .
itVPUl TAPE ArDJ2
	
PC15I I NkJ T:, FLEE	 14
CAV	 SLC	 LAT. LLNG.	 LA	 CMLG-A	 UM 	 U	 kLFL	 LMCGA
	
—^^r 7-^C fi.	 7!.-6^siA E e.`+-'	 - d-7 d	 4rin:r—G 6 N 4	 .I i 7






IEF14c!	 - Sldf	 MAS L %C CLTLU - CCNO	 CUJE 0000
lEf2Ji5I	 `7a7^aQ	 II 111-('.12Y r C r_7•IIJ( 1( er.._ i (lnufl:l	 OAtil^.=n	 nnnaur_u._ri=*_:.n [ FY[PS
IEf2dbI	 VCL	 SEk NCS= M;.SCRS.
IEF28U(
	
StS7E00-.7134yCJ.RVOOC.ZMRKKACU.SCO00014 	 5Yb1N	 DDNAMc=FT05F001 2 EXCPS
]EF2tb1	 E157EOC_.T1D45R?.FVODC.ZMPKKA(..).SOOAOJI4 	 ULLLTEO	 DDt4AMc=FT05F001 2 EXCPS
IE F2tl51	 VLF SEk hLS= .42S R5.
LEF28:J	 Y.;	 t	 1.491	 .	 C.	 y	 L=
-NOS=21 E.	 VCL	 SEk_	 M25CRb.lEF J 15 i 	 CIS,	 1	 T	 'JCS	 -yr n r.7MNK	 n. fl	 wD011np1(i 	 .1F1 FT	 n	 n7NANr=F7[J7F:,f11 I1 EXCPS
IEF28bl
	
VCL	 SEk NGS= ?d2SCR2.
ItF2dtl	 !;1S7t3O-,.llC49C3.SV000.ZPRnKACO.R0000J11 	 ULLETED	 DDIiAML-=SYSPHINT C EXCPS
= E 	
IEF2E5l	 :157t0Ci.I1J4tiO3.SVO4C.ZMRKKACJ.HG00001t 	 DELETED	 ODNAME=^YSJUUMP 0 EXCPS
IEF2tl51	 VCL	 SER NCS= M2SCR4.
IE	 Zeal	 ^YS	 8	
V	
1.44	 _	 A	 J..t	 1,	 L	 c:=
IEF1ti51	 VCL	 SEfNUS=	 AMUO2	 .
II- I. ij ' 1 1	 1Tt[	 ,,(J 	 1	 cT A ^ 1	 7k;n r'7_t,l^-
1EF3741
	 STEF /L0	 /	 STOP	 7E003.1057 CPU	 OM1N	 1a.84SEC	 MAIN	 74K LLS	 DK
-	 ETEP 03 -	 kETUFN CCDE = nCOC	 STET' T14-	 -
9Aw;









	 ALL	 t.	 _	 _ •	 S L=	 u	 o
XXNOTIFV EXEC PGM=:JUT1FY.kEGION=2OK.CJNJ=EVcN.PAHM=-tMUDE.6U5RI0.LM_lu 	 00000020
IS
	 .1	 C l RcT IT fT lr..	 1["1	 -	 P[;N-Af-r IFY.RVLI	 i.1N=2nK - i I.N[j =}= VFN.P ARM= • Al i ..
IEF1421	 - C.icF	 *AS	 LXtCUTED	 -	 CCNC	 CUJL	 0000
-
IEF37JI	 STEP	 /NLTIFY	 /	 START	 7EOCJ.lOt^7
- STLP 04 -	 RETURN LLDE = OCOC	 STEJ TIME = .00 MINS=(CPU= .QO.IO=	 .00)
10 IN SECS.	 DISK=	 .32.DRUM=-	 .DD•TAPL = . 00.CEL1 = . 00.0THH=	 .05
J	 HA	 tt = 	V S= _	 ^_	 •	 =	 . APLHR OUT.	 _
IEF2ti61	 EY57800:.I1u44L'.RV'000.LMHKKACD.I.UUMOU 	 ilELLTEO
~+	 IEF^u1,L,	 vr.	 c. k	I,r^:=	 M,c[ct^._
t^MZ--UD	
•	 `
G'	 IEF37ol	 JGE /ZMHKKACU/	 START	 7t003.1J51
IEfJZuL	 JLt /[MRKKAC.:/	 STOP	 7EOC3.13`7 CPU	 OMIN	 lo.SbSLC
A-	 JUn 0235-
	
TOTAL TIME =	 1.09 MIPS=(CPL= .27.IG=	 .82)
lU	 IN SECS.
	
DISK=	 18.25.DRUM=	 .d4.YAPE= 30.63.CELL= .00.OTHR=	 .50
-	 SJ LHA GE E_ L	 IVL:i AL	 =	 LU	 S=u	 Rte=	 c =	 u S	 . -	 .	 .	 -
TFCRE WLHL O1	 TAPES NLUNTED FCF	 THIS	 JLd.	 TAPE MOUNT t" kGt	 WAS -00.0 MINJFL-
_	
r	 JIB.-	 _	 . .- _...._^............	 _	 . 	 -	
- -
APPENDIX B
PROGRAM TO READ DZM TAPE
Following is a Sample Program which reads and prints out the contents of a
DZM tape. This program is written in Fortran IV using the Fortran input
Output (FTIO) package of the Science Applications Computing Center (SACC)




uZ77zZZZZZ7 MM MM IR(l	 I,L	 RApR17R KK KK	 IIK KII DLnn .trIn.l MM 11" "9r
ZZZZZZZZZZZZ MMM MMM kRRkkRRRRRRR KK KK	 KK KK DUDDDDODOD MMM MMM PPFAPPPPPPPP
zZ MMMM	 .MMM RR	 RA KK KK	 KK KK UD	 DD MMMM MMM}: pp	 P?
-22ZZ 114MM 1114MMM. MM RR	 RR Kit KK	 KK KK DD	 DD MM MM MM
	 MM PP	 PP
























ZZ MM MM RR	 RR KK KK	 KK UK L	 DU MM MM pp
ZZZZZZZZZZZ MM MM RR	 RR KK KK	 KK KK DDUUOODUDD MM MGM PP











r B9	 BB till Bd	 88 88	 88
^$] tslt	 8B 11 88	 88 88	 88
BBEBEBOUB 11 Htl8aaa88B8 6888888888
LJOUBBBBdBB It 8888888888 6888888888










U] 13aaeaBBeaeB ► Letts aeaaBaaasa — ae66esaaae













.^ UD	 DD UU	 uu .MMM AMMM PP	 PP CID	 00 FF
?on IUD	 DJ UU	 UJ MM MAMM	 MM PP	 AA UU	 DD FF
'^ DD	 DD uu	 uu MM MM	 NM Pp PPPPPpPpPp GL	 00 FFFFFFFF
00	 DD uu	 uu MM !kM PpPpPpPpppp uu	 OD FFFFF:`FF








DD	 DD UU	 uu MM MM P3' DD	 00 FF
DJCDCDUDOD uuuuu uuuu 14M MM PP O0OU000O0000 FF{1^	 -  el
M
DDCDUDUDD ZZZZZZZZZZZZ MM MM TTTTTTTTTTTT AA PPPPPpppppp EEEEEEEEEEEE
DDDDDDODDD ZZZZZZZZZZZZ ANA HAM TTTTTTTTTTTT AA pPPPPPPPPPPP EEEEEEEEEEEE
ri n	 OD Z.Z Ml..... Mil II u T3 JLA A A 122PILEEm





DO	 DO ZZ MM MAMA	 MM TT AA	 AA Pp	 PP EE
r n>'---
DU	 DD ZZ HM MM TT AA	 AA PPPPPPPFPpP EEEEEEEE
UU	 DD zZ My NM TT AAAAAAAA pp EE
Z MM T TT AAAAAAA AA pp EE
01)	 DO
(ln P_II C_n









NUMBER	 22 UN 001-K3VCPSMP/030 ZBRWUVT3/671	 ZMMFtHUDL/eIS ZMRKKDMP/818
	 AT 18.42.39 WON 12 DEC 77
li
IEF298I ZMRKKDMP SY5O
//7MRKK CMP .1flfl IS0004?ti (f	 _F,_" N/]N?.(101H QQ 1 .R1 8_Ncr1 FVFI -(2^0 ). 	 ylaAfllfA7
MSGC.LAS5=8
• ;DUMP OF EZN TAPE




LEVEL 21.6 (DEC 721 OS/36U	 FORTRAN H	 DATE	 77.346/16.26.00
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME = 	MAIN,UPT =02.LINECNT = 82,SIZE=OOOOK.
SOURCE.EULJIC.NULIST,NUDECK.LCAU.MAP,NCEDIT.IU.NUXREF
C OZONE AND	 SFANUARU OEVIATI11415.	 READS TAPE FOR LNT1RE
C YEAR.	 DATA IN ARRAY CCNTEN.
NSION CONTL- AITJj.INUAT(I7	 •	 .	 ,,
151 0003 EQUIVALENCE	 (CUNTLN(	 1) *LC 00RI.	 (CGNTEN(2).NOOAY).(CUNTENt3l.
nuE 5.)
C READ TAPE - UATA FOF ENTIRE CAY AT CNCE







ISN 0007 CALL FREAD(CUNTEN.I0,LEN.bH0,69I)
—OITG^ NDA	 K	 = NUME S
i5
rc
0009 CENLAT(K)	 = CONTcN,`iI













	 ( - ENLAT(I ) , INDAT ( I) .CZCNE ( I),SIGMA([).	 1	 =	 1.17)	 _-
N 0014 GD
ISN OOI^ 2C1 FOPMAT(Ill	 'CAY	 NUMBER' 914)I : N n n1 ^ 2 C G FOR M A    T% I A, - 3 1 AXE -F: a- I_ - 14 . 7, 1 2_,)/	 l A Y^ 3 t n.^. F^i+1 p ---Alt _
1	 14X.3(4X.Fb.1,14.2E12.41/14X.3(4X.F6.I.I4.2E12.4)/
2	 14X.3(4X.F6.1.14.2E12.4)/14X.2(4X,F6.1.14.2E12.41)
ISN OOId 204 FORMAT ( 2X,'COORDINATE STYLE 1 . 13.5X. ' PRESSURE LEVEL'.Fb.l)
ISN 0019 GO	 TO	 9	 ---
ST N3^o 91 WR	 c(6,131
ISN 0011 131 FURMAT ( 1X.'ERR3k	 TERMINAWIOA - TRCUELE kE.ADING TAPL')








j as+._7.aw.ua+aas^.v.rr°^ -	 __-	 _.►`-__^.__.^ .-. ^._.:	 .......-.,...........r	 _	 _	 ,.-....^.w...-...,^.....^..u...^u.,+n,c,.:.w.n^^^
r.s
/ MAIN / SIZE OF PRUGkAM 00044E MEXADEZIMAL BYTES PAGE 002
NAME	 TAG
	 TYPE	 ADD.






TAG	 TYPE	 ACJ.	 NAME	 TAG TYPE ADD.
INDAT	 SF	 [04	 OOOIBB L^UUR	 F	 E 1*4 0002DO NUOAY	 F
i-4	 GoGiR4	 f REA9	 Sf	 if r















	 ADDR	 LAdEL	 ADDR	 LABEL	 ADDR	 LABEL	 ADDR	 PAGE 003
10 000334	 15 000370	 50 000394 NR
	 BO 000338
k	 91 0004UG	 95 000414
4UPT1UNS iN EFFECT*
	 NAME= AAIN.UPT=02.L1NECNT=32.SIZE=0000K.
c ELTW- •	 •.d7LI STNUDF-CK.LCAO MAP .N _ • O.NUXkk
'	 •STATISTICS *
	';CIR_- CF STATF- MF: NTS =	 77 - PR11 G RAw 1;17F =	 ll^^
•STATISTIC $•
 NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
I	 ****** ENO OF COMPILATION ****e* 3LK UY7E5 OF CORE NOT USED
r





lEFI421 - STEP YIA5 EXECUTED - CO ND CO Dc 0000
IFFITaI STEP /Sf1U8L E_
	
/ STAPT 7734E 1 A7(1 -
IEF3741 STEP /SOURCE	 / STOP	 77346.1826 CPU	 OMLN 00.05SEC MAIN 248K LCS	 OK
- STEP O1 -
	
RETURN CODE = 0 00_	 STEP TIME _ .11	 MINS=(CPU= .00.IL= .11)
SE ES.id IN





1EF3731	 STEP /LINK	 / START 77346.1826
IEF37a I STEP /LINK	 / S13 0 	7734h.1827 CPU	 OMIN 00	 a4 SFC MAIN 130K US	 OK
- STEP 02 -	 RETLRN CODE = 0000	 STEP TIME _ .15 MINS =( CPU= .00.IU= .151






foF	-	 -	 -	 •	 ==
//GD.SYSUDUMP 4C SYSOUT=A
IFFIA ? I	 WAS F	 FCI1TFf1	 CfiNn	 nn nQ- STEP	 -	 CflQF
LEF3731 STEP /GO	 / START 77346.1827
ILF3741	 STEP / GO	 / STOP	 77346 . 1831	 CPU	 OMIN 04.20SEC MAIN	 62K LCS	 OK
M(N5.!e	 ( EPtl n oil 	i-E) .85i"fTc"'	 -	 -T(llt&fEp ea	 E &4 E	 o A6A	 STEEP(O	 IN SECS. DISK=	 2.90.DRUM=	 .00.TAPE= .27.CELL= .00.OTHR= .15
- SURCHARGES =( DRIVES ALLC =000.TAVE MOUVTS =000.CURE =000.FAPEP = 001.PRIURITY = O0000 ) SECS. TOTAL STP TIME= - 13 MINS.
IEF376I	 JOB /LMRKKDMP/ STOP	 77346.1631	 CPU	 OM1N 04.99SEC
SYSTFY - R	 121	 F	 111-01-771	 MT _-LIL4i- = 1H_31 _y9_OP f) ATF=17 -19-77 T
- JOB 1137-
	
TOTAL TlmL _ .40 MINS= ( CPU= .08.10= .32)
IO	 IN SECS. DISK=	 19.02.DRUM=	 .00.TAPE= .27.CELL= .CC.OTHR= .43









GwDOARD	 SPACE	 FLIGHT	 CENTER	 hCT	 NEWS	 -4-
Lu2li.4^CS.CN^L





















Zo2S8.LAEEL.CtlTL CISKOO 1 1 771107 NOT USED IN PAST 30 DAYS
Z025d.JG891.ChTL CISK00 1 1 7711C7 NOT USED IN PAST 30 DAYS
- --t --i--'r71-E{-9- -- NOT--tlStfl- _ IN- PA S T-4 0 UA Y-S---	 .-
ZMGEM.BIL.CLIST CISKOU 5 3 771104 NOT U5EU IN PAST 30 DAYS




	 !S	 FUN CN















CCATACT	 TI-E PAC.	 X6406.
T Hlli
F128-LEVEL LINKAGE EUITCR CPTLCNS SPECIFIEC MAP.LIST.SIZE=L128K.12KI.TERM
VANIAULL,.P 11-UNS 	 5rZ?:=l 13 lure. T22
MCOULE MAP
CONTROL 5ECTICh	 ENTRY
NAM	 OR-IGIh ^EGTH	 NARE
	







FREACE OAS FwRITE 76C	 REMIND	 9A2 LF AvE	 ASO
- -U#iL4AG 80A lC1p	 i -,29 --146UN^---	 E40 11FMBER	 1022	 -












IECCM0 2228 FGIOCSN 22E4	 LNTSwTCH	 316E
tF	 IHCCCMH2* 3190 660
- -- ---8E4G-AS6 - --X518---- ------	 -	 -- ---	 -	 -	 --
IHCFCVTH• 3E00 119D
ACCChr 3800 FCVAOUTP 38AA	 FCVLOUTP	 393A FCVZOUTP	 3ASA
GUT-P- 3E3 FCV -UUTP-- 	554 - 77vT65YC'^-^'83^- 	-- t
1HCEFNTHi 49AO 542
AA1T Hr s9A0 A0.L,^r T[H 4030
IHCEFIOS * 4EE8 F28
--






- -- - - --
IHCERRM * 6668 504
---












































1J.0 58 0.2628E 00 5.1378E-01 20.0 53 0.2844E 00 0.1641E-01 30.0 55 0.317.1E 00 0.197SE-U1
4u.0 60 0.3689E 00 0.3955E-01 5U.0 60 C.4287E 00 0.5251E-01 60.0 51 0.4430E 00 0.5034E-01
59-^.trm-- 00-9 -6125E-01- 80-0 6 9--i}r6&42E00--- -0-.4"I£ -01
DAY N1 . MBER	 102
-8u.0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 02 -70.0 35 C.3411E 00 0.3108E-01 -60.0 55 0.336UE 00 0.2535E-01































41!.O 42 0.3815E UO 0.4755E-D1 50.0 41 0.4247E 00 0.4623E-01 60.0 35 0.43A^E 00 0.24.0E-01
7u.0 45 C.ka93E 00
-
U.4061E-01 80.0 36 0.5119E 00 0.2797E-01
- D* V t4CMFIEi	 t63
-80.0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -70.0 35 0.3265E 00 C.3315E-01 -60.0 SO 0.3340E 00 0.3162E-01
i-2u:S 8.2S^3E 80 8.IbS2E-01 -10.5 6.2493E OS 0.780E-02 _30.0 49 0.2487E OD 0.9600E -027 S2





















60.0 5L 064561E p0 0.6UU7E-01
DAY NL 14dEk	 104
-8u.0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -''0.0 32 0.3237E 00 C.3993E-01 -60.0 57 0.3315E 00 0.3313E-01
•	 --	 -5,orr0---52 0.r3226•- __- '86E	 9L -4i3^0 6ti O-ri-B^-^--v^-0-.-,`-:=^-Oi -36^-0--&.266e-E^^4?-.:^02-E^^
-2 u.0 56 C.2556E 00 0.7295E^02 -LO.O 56 0.2495E 00 0.9404E-02 0.0 44 0.248dE 00 0.50730E-02




0.46f   9 -




_ DAY NLM[iEF	 F 05 
0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -78.0 34 0.177E3 00 0.3993-01E -60.0 56 0.226E,0 DO 0.3495E-01
-50 . 0 57 0.3183E 00 0.3079E- 01 -40.0 55 0.2894E 00 0.2616E-01 -30.0 SS 0.2687E 00 0.1181E-01
--	 2Y1 SSA -^ E-8 2 - i-0^ 0 F. 4 n 249 L E^.0-CT? 7^ -..5^c - 02 . ^44 0,.2b/J4G
lu.0 52 0.2628E 00 0.1359E-01 20.0 46 0.2825E 00 C•L194E-01 30.0 48 0.3244E 00 0.3642E-01
41.0 %+3 0 . 3716E 00 0.4073E-01 50.0 43 0 . 4169E 00 0.SF21E- 01 60 . 0 46 0 .4470E 00 0.57TOE-01
- •	 7DAY NL.Mt3ER	 106
-B1. q 0 -07770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -70.0 32 G . 32FIE OO 0.2766E - 01 --60.0 58 0.3243E 00 0.2„'iI_Z,,Er_0L
-50.0 51 0.3L18E 00 0.2556E-01 -40.0 54 0.2891E 00
-
























E04 ^ ^ 72 !
DO
00 n
349E-01Q0.1l !n e ^ can .
40.0 50 C.3690E 00 0.5490E-01
-
50.0 48 0.4042E 00 0.4390E-01 60.0 37
- .
0.4492E 00 0.4707E-01
70.0 42 8.4880E 00 0.4257E-01 80.0 31 0.5181E 00 0.5007E - 01
-81.0 0 -0.7770E G3 -0.7770E 0, -70.0 35 0.3269E 00 0.2229E-01 -60.0 63 0.3365E 00 0.1996E-OL
-4 7 4
-2u.0 60 0.255BE 00 0.7957E-02 -10•U 60 0.2475E 00 0.9976E-02 0.0 51 0.2494E 00 0.1448E-01
F` L1.O 58 0.2657E 00 0.1589E-01 c"00 56 0.2839E 00 0.1339E-01 30.0 51 0.3131E 00 0.264LE-01
_ _434-- nn .^wcr ^.^Q-. , 00• 0-• cn ou,...^ti"O-.-n.
70.0 54 0.4916E 00 0.3976E-OL 80.0 50 0.4989E 00 C.4486E-01
• DAY N4M8ER l0E
0-=6:7770E D3 =177 - • .-T9
-51.0 46 0.3275E 00 0.2542E-OL -40.0 49 0.2506E 00 0.2576E--01 -30.0 44 0.2706E 00 O.LO53E-01
-2u.0 43 0.2557E 0 0 0.5611E-02 -LO.O 47 0.2470E 00 0.1044E-01 0.0	 3;r 0.248eE 00_ 0,t,},;88E-0!_
L1.0 42 C.2633E 00 0.l22BE-01 20.0 46 0.2860E 00 0.1259c-01 30.0 49 0.3;OU 00 0.2282E-41
41.0 46 0.3570E 00 0.3578E-U1 50.0 48 0.4190E 00 0.4868E-01 60.0 45 0.4681E 00 0.4835E-01
'	
0 49-----.`.s- G 79E 00 -0-.	 99-1 -E 	 0-1 an-. 5 T C^	 94E^^oG^h3iL
DAY NI.MBER
	 309^


































4u•O 61 0.3691E 00 0.4275E-01 50.0 49 C.4041E 00 0.4496E-01 60.0 55 0.465dE 00 0.5163E-01
DAY 146MBER 610
7u.0 64 0.5100E 00 0.4779E-01 80.0 69 0.4736E 00 0.4855$-01
l
-8u.0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -70.0 25 0.3225E 00 0.2078E-01 60.0 62 0.3447E 00 0.3013E-01









0.1191E-01 20.0 56 0.2861E 00 0.1323E-01 30.0 54 0.3254E 00 0.3567E-OS
4...0 52 0.3754E 00 0.4257E-U1 50.0 51 ^.3_ 957E-^ 00 O t4376E-01 60.0 60 0.4, 00 Q,x5,Qa.
7u.0 61 0.5094E 00 0.3782E-01 80.0 62 0.4760E 00
-
0.4747E-01Q DAY N1. MBER	 ILL- -	
?770< ro -0.7770E 03 -70r^ o^ OTVc^^^.^^0r:.^1 - -D1 -6-0r^^5i -0.3SBi^i ^^0-0;u2949F 01-Fs^
-.`iu•0 50 0.3112E DO 0.2884£-01 -40.0 47 0.2865E 04 0.3022E-01 -30.0 ♦5 0.270y E 00 0.2124E-01
-2u.0 48 C.2567E 00 0.1069E-01







4u.0 47 0.3544E 00 0.4179E-01 50.0 40 0.3969E O p 0.3430E-01 60.0 t5 0.4614E 00 0.4885E°0!O '^ 71.0 54 0.5CB2,E 000- 3107E-01 e p .D 52 C•4911E OD 0.4082E-41










1 a -2u.0 53
-k_
G•2556E 00 0.8011E-02 -10.0 57 0.2469E 00 0.9974E-02 D,0 45 0.2484E 00 ' 10.1315E-01
Lu.0 S2 0.2660E 00 0:145LE_01 20.0 51 0.2884E 00 O.L77BE_01 30.0 54 0.3276E 00 0.2588E-01I1 ^T
M•11
11-4 C'J 0AY NLYLFER	 113
7:00 S9 0.5056E 00 0.3596E-Ou1 80.0 61 9.4816E 00 0.34231--OS
-81.0 U -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -70.0 16 0.3233E 00 0.1013E-01 -60.0 32 0.3371E 00 0.2875E-01
-5u.0 SO 0.9184E 00 0.2977E-OL -40.0 50 0.2790E 00 0.1651$-01 -30.0 47 0.269!8 00 0.1864E-Ol
-
"0 rc'zbbo^ Bo-&.^ ^c ^ t -.^. a --§8--:.-.^4-8-6E OC.r1608€--0 1 0.0-40 4.250 ..c-z-^n^ O .T2 4 coL 
lu.0 54 0.2627E QO 0.1673E-01 20.0 t2 0.2858E 00 0.2090E-0! 30.0 44 0.3261E 00 0.3206E-01
4u.0 50 0.3691E 00 0.4413E-01 50.0 41 0.4071E 00 0.4188E-01 60.0 46 0.4514E 00 0.4098E-01
DAY ItL. MdER	 114
- 91.0 O - 0.7779E 03 -0.7770E 93
- 00.0
-7 f1 L0-.^- 2Q - 0.3314E DO
.
0.26' f- Q] -60.4 54 0.339.3E 40 0.2741E-OL
O 56 0.3203E 00 0.374BE-01 -40.0 62 0.2813E 00 0.2161E-01 -30.0 63 0.273uE 00 0.2026E-01
-21.0 59 0.2571$
C
00 0.1236E-01 -10.0 57 0.2464E OO 0.1022E'O1 0.0 51 0.247,3E 00 0.1107E-01- _
.. ' 6	 B E -O i -• ----	 20-0 4 #3 0.2684E 00- -2-2E	 9 16.1X8 0.,-- 30-	 E	 91 
4u•0 48 0.3565E 00 0.3356E-01 50.0 42 0.4141E 00 0.4233E-01 60.0 51 0.4476E 00 0.3108E-01
;, 4
a
70.0 53 C.4893E 00 0.3525E-01 80.0 60 0.4747E 00 C.297BE-01DAY NUMBER 115






n_7r, -,gF 00nn 0.3219E-01n_H4R	 -n2 -40.0-ln_O 4d
0.2781E 00 0.1929E-01











10.0 44 0.2645E 00 0.1573E-01 20.0 47 0.2873E 00 0.2038E-01 30.0 49 0.31511- 00 0.2535E-01
44.0 48 0.3747E 00 0.4131E-01 50.0 46 0.4105E 00 C.5099E-01 60.0 47 0.4455E 00 0.3448E-010 Q£-mil - 72E-0t---
DAY NUMBER	 116
-8J.0 U -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 03 -70.0 15 0.3341E 00 0.1816E-01 -60.0 65 0.3422E 00 0.2377E-01































4w.0 52 0.3680E 00 0.4135E-01 50.0 49 0.4061E 00 0.4164E-01 60.0 60 0.4400E 00 0.3601E-01
7U.0 62 0 .4781E 00 0. 2841E-0 1 80.0 67 0.4859E 00 0.2953E-01
-0* 1 -fitr - -	 -
-8J.0 0 -0.7770E 03 -0.7770E 02 -70.0 LZ 0.3359 00 0.1938E-01 -60.0 60 0.336,dE 00 0.2246E-01
-5J.0 58 C.3196E 00 0.2505E-01 -a0.0 57 0.2893E 00 0.2427E-01 -30.0 56 0.2684E 00 0.1397E-01
-	 v • -C	 rI"I 4E- O 1 - - S* U .	 fit V O u .ZTO3- =IIT
10.0















70.0 61 0.4761E 00 0.3601E-01 80.0 60 0.4748E 00 0.2953E-01
DAY N1.MBEk	 118
.----8u-.O -O-^-Os7-7 i4E-03--4s-7 70E--0-?-- ---}0^0---10- 0r-a3 ,0*E--0-0--O-A-2080 0 1 -60.0 5-4 0.3424E 00 _	 _-	 -
-5J.0 53 0.3242E 00 0.2840E-01 -40.0 47 0.2969E 00 0.2182E-01 -30.0 54 0.276,.E 00 0.1479E-01
-2J.0 45 0.2599E 00 0.8407E-02 -10.0 44 0.2497E 00 0.7838E-02 0.0 50 0.2512E 00 0.1100E-01





















60.0 49 0.4314E 00 0.4469E-01
_
DAY M.MBEk	 115
-8J.0 U -U.7770E 03 -0.7770E 02 -70.0 8 0.3349E 00 0.2935E-01 -60.0 68 0.337dE 00 0.2328E-01
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